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4. Confirmation of Original Agreement as Amended. The Parties hereby adopt, 
ratify and confirm the Original Agreement as it is amended by this Amendment. This 
Amendment shall be binding on, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Amendment by their 
duly authorized representatives as of the date of the last signatory hereto. 

City: City of Columbia, MO 

By: 
John Glascock, futerim City Manager 

Date: 

ATIEST: 

By: 
Sheela Amin, City Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

By: 
Nancy Thompson, City Counselor / AK j(' 

CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that the above expenditure is within the purpose of the 
appropriation to which it is charged, Account No. __________ _ 
and that there is an unencumbered balance to the credit of such appropriation 
sufficient to pay therefor. 

By: 
Matthew Lue, Director of Finance 
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Consultant: Siemens Industry, Inc 

AITEST: 

By: fy=~· 
Name: 'tjE IIJ 'J'~l'V I< /1/11 L:X 

BENJAMIN RAMU 
NOTARY PUBUC-MINNESOTA 

,~~~~· tot, Comml8SiOO Ell!)lre8 Jan.31 .2024 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

%Htlefh. :r. Ge1s(er 

fl~; c; [()JC
1 

D~5/I 
C) /15 /z.o 
~ 7 

By ~ 
/. 

Name: i\(\1..~\-\~;.J{ ~\\l ~'-1£ ~'\i.J 

Title: (~\'{\'«'\..~l\\\~ (()NW,_\)L\..(_~ 

Date: O<\ \ \t; \ d\)':)'v 
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Attachment 1 

SIEMENS 

Memorandum 
Date: 2/17/2020 

To: Ryan Williams 

CC: 

From: Nelson Bacalao / Michael Mount 

RE: CWL Model Development 

Siemens Industry, Inc. 
Siemens Power Technologies International 

400 State Street 
Schenectady, New York 12305 USA 

Tel: +1 (518) 395-5000 • Fax: +1 (518) 346-2777 
www.siemens.com/power-technologies 

In Siemens proposal for the CWL master plan, we assumed that a CYME model would be available 
that could be used as the basis for the spatial load forecast and the subsequent distribution master 
plan. We assumed only limited revisions to this model would be required in developing our budget. 

Unfortunately, the model provided by CWL had only a fraction of the distribution transformers 
represented, as these transformers were modeled by equivalents. In addition, the conductor 
information in the model was incomplete. These issues made the existing CYME model unsuitable 
for the spatial load forecast and the subsequent distribution system analysis. 

As discussed during our meetings in the City of Columbia, a new model is being developed and as a 
result of the efforts to date, we have identified that we will exceed our proposed budget for this task. 
The original budget that we included in our proposal for the for th.e limited revisions to the CYME 
model was$ 21,550.67' We estimate based on the work completed to date and the limited work 
remaining the actual cost for preparing the CYME model will be $70,829 or and incremental increase 
of $49,278.33. The Scope of Work below provide our proposed approach and the details of the 
incremental budget increase we request for completion of the network model. 

Scope of Work 

The final delivered model will be a detailed model of CWL system including all existing transformers 
and conductors as represented in the CWL's GIS and with loading representative of current 
measurements provided by CWL. This model can be updated in the future as the GIS and the 
loading information are undated. 

This document was prepared by Siemens Industry, Inc., Siemens Power Technologies International (Siemens PT/), solely for the 
benefit of the recipient named in this memorandum. Siemens PT/ nor any party acting on its behalf (a) makes any warranty, 
expressed or implied, with respect to the use of any information or methods disclosed in this document; or (b) assumes any liability 
with respect to the use of any information or methods disclosed in this document. 
Any party other than the named recipient of this memorandum, by their acceptance or use of this document, releases Siemens PT/ 
from any liability for direct, indirect, consequential or special loss or damage whether arising in contract, warranty, express or 

~ implied, tort or otherwise, and irrespective of fault, negligence, and strict liability. · 
>======================================~ 
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The subtasks included in the development of the model are: 

1- Distribution Transformer Load Allocation 

Under this subtask, a map will be created from measured data at the transformer level 
(customers' accounts) to each transformer in the model. These measurements will be used 
for the allocation by transformer of the feeder head load measurements I projections as 
necessary for the analysis. 

2- Network Model Creation in PSS®Sincal. 

This subtask consists of exporting the GIS topology and network parameters to PSS®Sincal 
(overhead lines, cables, switches, capacitors, etc.) and adding additional information if 
required (e.g. conductor type), creating a master library of elements and adjustment the 
model by converting segments of lines to poly-lines. 

3- Model Verification 

This last subtask includes the verification and adjustment of the model to align with data on 
the current load and load flows. 

Budget 

The budget for development of the network model as described above is an incremental increase to 
the budget of $49,278 as detailed in the table below. 

Table 1: Budget 

48.00 
Distribution Transformers Load Anal sis 68.00 

~efwp. <l'd"etcl'!!ami'riln$1NOl\tifl:liflijmJJ'.' : .. w'.\~1,#~4'!tb; . 
GIS to Sincal 40.00 
Overhead lines and Under round Cables 12.00 1500.00 
Distribution Transformers 12.00 1500.00 
HV/MV Substations 8.00 1000.00 
Ca acitors 8.00 1000.00 

Siemens Industry, Inc. 
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SIEMENS 

Memorandum 
Date: 6/9/2020 

To: Christian Johanningmeier 

Siemens Industry, Inc. 
Siemens Power Technologies International 

400 State Street 
Schenectady, New York 12305 USA 

Tel: +1 (518) 395-5000 • Fax: +1 (518) 346-2777 
www.siemens.com/power-technologies 

From: Nelson Bacalao / Michael Mount / Kavita Shenoi 

RE: CWL Model Development 

Siemens requests that CWL increase the budget for the Master Plan by $33,310 for the scope 
increases described below. This requested increase is in addition to the prior request for an increase to 
the Master Plan budget of $49,278.33 submitted on February 17, 2020 and which is still awaiting 
approval. In addition to approval of this new incremental request, Siemens requests that CWL 
expedite the approval of both of these budget increase requests as all of the work described in the 
initial request of $49,278.33 has long since been completed by Siemens and much of the work in this 
new $33,310 request has also been completed. 

In Siemens proposal for the CWL master plan, the original scope of work for the transmission studies 
involved taking the distribution load, and generation from Long Term Capacity Expansion plan and 
incorporate them into the Columbia Water and Light's transmission model. Then perform steady state 
contingency analysis to determine if any transmission upgrades are required to support future load 
and generation. 

However, the following discussions with CWL following are deviations from the scope of work for 
transmission studies: 

1. When our initial proposal was drafted, we assumed that the AURORA model structure would 
not need to be adjusted. However, as the Siemens team in charge of formulating the long 
term capacity expansion (LTCE) plan evaluated the model structure, it became apparent the 
model required significant restructuring to reasonably model the real situation of CWLD with 
respect of its neighboring systems AMEREN and AECI. To achieve this, CWLD was modeled as 
a separate zone in AURORA instead of keeping it embedded in AMEREN. To model CWLD as a 
separate zone, it was necessary to determine the transfer capabilities between CWLD to and 
from AECI and AMEREN. Siemens performed a First Contingency Incremental Transfer 

This document was prepared by Siemens Industry, Inc., Siemens Power Technologies International (Siemens PT/), solely for the 
benefit of the recipient named in this memorandum. Siemens PT/ nor any party acting on its behalf (a) makes any warranty, 
expressed or implied, with respect to the use of any information or methods disclosed in this document; or (b) assumes any Ii ability 
with respect to the use of any information or methods disclosed in this document. 
Any party other than the named recipient of this memorandum, by their acceptance or use of this document, releases Siemens PT/ 
from any liability for direct, indirect, consequential or special loss or damage whether arising in contract, warranty, express or 

~ implied, tort or otherwise, and irrespective of fault, negligence, and strict liability. 
> .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... == 
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Capability (FCITC) analysis to determine the maximum possible import and export from CWL 
to each system under two load level conditions; summer peak and shoulder load and with 
that CWLD was segregated as a separate zone in AURORA. 

2. CWL noticed that the Perche Creek to Hinkson line was overloaded when MISO scheduled 
outages in Ameren's system. Siemens has already spent significant amount of time trying to 
replicate the overload in the CWL system. Siemens has now defined conditions that stress the 
CWL system to replicate this overload and study its impact. This study is important as it may 
identify modes in which the system may overload in the future and necessitate 
reinforcements. 

3. CWL received a request from University of Missouri to expand its transmission connection to 
CWL. This is driven by planned increase in University load. In support of this request, Siemens 
will study the impact of the increased University load in the year 2030 with the following 
sensitivities: 

a. No firm transmission capacity request 

b. 40 MW firm transmission capacity request 

c. 80 MW firm transmission capacity request. 

Scope of Work 

Siemens will conduct the assessment of the transfer capability to/from CWL to AMEREN and AECI for 
Summer Peak and Shoulder Peak conditions 

Siemens will continue the assessment of the Perche Creek to Hinkson line overload observed in the 
system with the aid of the EMS load flows and by changing the generation dispatch to reproduce the 
events observed. Siemens will assess the likelihood of these events happening in the future 

Siemens will evaluate the system performance with the three selected modes of transfer considering 
a future load condition to be selected with input from CWL. Siemens recommends the 2025 summer 
peak conditions as the load conditions for the analysis. 

Budget 

The budget for development of the network model as described above is an incremental increase to 
the budget of $33,31 Oas detailed in the table below. 

Siemens Industry, Inc. 
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Table 1: Budget 

Total I USO 

Tasks I HOURS : ($) 

';:z ;,~ ~ ,: ."' " ~ cl J" ' :, o , ~ "' f I 
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Attachment B

AGREEMENT
For

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Between

THE CITY OF COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
And

SIEMENS INDUSTRY, INC
For

ELECTRIC INTEGRATED RESOURCE AND MASTER PLAN

THIS AGREEMENT (hereinafter "Agreement") by and between the City of
Columbia, Missouri, a municipal corporation (hereinafter called "CITY'), and Siemens
lndustry, lnc., a corporation with authority to transact business within the State of
Missouri, (hereinafter called "CONSULTANT"), is entered into on the date of the last
signatory noted below ("Effective Date"). CITY and CONSULTANT are each individually
referred to herein as a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties."

WITNESSETH

WHEREAS, CITY needs certain technical and professional services as described
more fully in CITY's request for proposals number 140-2018 (hereinafter referred to as
"RFP"); and

WHEREAS, CONSULTANT has submitted its proposal dated May 22, 2019
(hereinafter referred to as "CONSULTANT's Proposal") and pricing proposal letter
(hereinafter referred to as "Pricing Proposal") to CITY in response to CITY's request for
proposals; and

WHEREAS, CONSULTANT has made certain representations and statements to
CITY with respect to the provision of such services, and CITY desires to accept said
CONSULTANT's Proposal on the terms and conditions set forth herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants set out in this
Agreement and for other good and valuable consideration (the receipt and suffíciency of
which is hereby acknowledged), the Parties agree as follows.

1. Services And Performance Standards

a. Scope of Services. The scope of services involves the professional and
technical consulting services for Electric lntegrated Resource and Master Plan
(hereinafter "Project"). The Project is more fully described in CITY's RFP, which
is attached as Exhibit A, and in CONSULTANT's Proposal and Pricíng Proposal,
which is attached as Exhibit B.

b. Prior to beginning any work on Project, CONSULTANT shall resolve with
CITY any perceived ambiguity in Project. CITY shall issue a written notice to
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proceed. CONSULTANT shall not prepare a written report unless the CITY directs
CONSULTANT to do so.

c. CONSULTANT shall exercise reasonable skill, care and diligence in
performance of its services and will carry out its responsibilities in accordance with
generally accepted standards of good professional practices in effect at the time
of performance.

2. Addition Or Deletions To Services. CITY may add to CONSULTANT's services or
delete therefrom, provided that the total cost of such work does not exceed the total cost
allowance as specified herein. CONSULTANT shall undertake such changed activities
only upon the written direction of CITY. All such directives and changes shall be in written
form and prepared and approved by the Parties.

3. Exchange Of Data. All information, data, and reports in CITY's possession and
necessary for the carrying out of the work, shall be furnished to CONSULTANT without
charge, and the Parties shall cooperate with each other in every way possible in carrying
out the scope of services.

4. Personnel. CONSULTANT represents that CONSULTANT will secure at
CONSULTANT's own expense, all personnel required to perform the services called for
under this Agreement by CONSULTANT. Such personnel shall not be employees of or
have any contractual relationship with CITY, except as employees of CONSULTANT. All
of the services required hereunder will be performed by CONSULTANT or under
CONSULTANT's direct supervision. All CONSULTANT's personnel engaged in the work
shall be fully qualified and shall be authorized under state and local law to perform such
services. None of the work or services covered by this Agreement shall be subcontracted
without the prior written approval of CITY.

5. Term. This Agreement shall commence on the date indicated above and shall
terminate upon completion of the Project.

6. Costs not to Exceed. Pursuant to Exhibit B, the Parties have established a fixed
sum of Seven Hundred Twenty Two Thousand, Five Hundred Forty Eight Dollars
($722,548) for CONSULTANT's services as outlined in this Agreement. CONSULTANT
shall be required to keep track of the amount of hours billable under this Agreement at all
times; and any work in excess of the fixed sum shall not be eligible for payment.
CONSULTANT shall notify CITY if CONSULTANT anticipates that the contract amount
may be exceeded, in order to determine whether or not CITY is prepared to increase the
total compensation. CONSULTANT shall establish a billing system showing the amount
of money remaining on this Agreement which shall be shown in each monthly billing. lt
is expressly understood that in no event shall the total compensation and reimbursement
to be paid to the CONSULTANT under the terms of this Agreement shall exceed the
amount set forth in this paragraph.
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7. Payment.

a. CITY agrees to pay CONSULTANT in accordance with the terms outlined
herein, which shall constitute complete compensation for all services to be
rendered under this Agreement; provided, that where payments are to be made
periodically to CONSULTANT for services rendered under this Agreement, CITY
expressly reserves the right to disapprove in whole or in part a request for payment
where the services rendered during the period for which payment is claimed are
not performed in accordance with specifications in CONSULTANT's proposal and
the terms of this Agreement.

b. CITY shall have ten (10) days from the date of receipt of the invoice to
register CITY's disapproval of the work billed on that invoice.

c. CITY shall pay CONSULTANT within thirty (30) days of receipt of an
invoice.

d. The Services will be accepted when delivered or performed in conformance
with the CONSULTANT'S proposal specifications.

8. Termination of Agreement

a. Termination For Default. lf either Party fails to perform its duties and
obligations provided for herein, then that Party shall be in default. The non-
defaulting Party may provide notice of the default in writing with reasoning
provided. lf the default is not cured within thirty (30) days from receipt of the written
notice of default, then the non-defaulting Party may terminate this Agreement in

whole or in partforfailure to perform by providing written notice of termination, The
written notice of termination will be effective immediately upon its receipt. ln such
event, the defaulting Party shall be liable for all damages (including all costs and
attorney fees) arising out of or related to the default in accordance with Article 15
of this Agreement. Upon full payment for Services completed in accordance with
CONSULTANT's proposal specification and in the event of termination for default,
CITY, at its sole option, may utilize any and all finished or unfinished documents,
data, studies, and reports or other materials prepared by CONSULTANT under
this Agreement prior to the date of termination.

b. Force Majeure. Neither Party shall be considered in default under this
Agreement for any delay or failure in the performance of its obligations if such
delay or failure is due to an event of Force Majeure. For purposes of this
Agreement, Force Majeure means any event that delays or prevents a Party's
performance provided that such event is not attributable to fault or negligence of
the Party and is caused by factors beyond that Party's reasonable control. A Party
claiming Force Majeure shall provide prompt notice of such event to the other
Party, giving an estimate of its expected duration and the probable impact on the
performance of its obligations under this Agreement, The claiming Party shall
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exercise all reasonable efforts to continue to perform its obligations under this
Agreement and expeditiously take action to correct or cure the event or condition
excusing performance.

c. Termination for Convenience. CITY shall have the right at any time by
fifteen (15) days written notice to CONSULTANT to terminate and cancel this
Agreement, without cause, for the convenience of CITY, and CONSULTANT shall
immediately stop work. ln such event CITY shall not be liable to CONSULTANT
except for payment for actual work performed prior to such notice in an amount
proportionate to the completed contract price and for the actual costs of
preparations made by CONSULTANT for the performance of the cancelled
portions of the Agreement, including a reasonable allowance of profit applicable to
the actual work performed and such preparations. ln the event of termination for
convenience, CITY, at its sole option, may purchase, for just and equitable
compensation any and all finished or unfinished documents, data, studies, and
reports or other materials prepared by CONSULTANT under this Agreement. Any
reuse of any satisfactory work completed prior to the termination for convenience
shallbe at CITY's own risk and without any liability to CONSULTANT. Anticipatory
profits and consequential damages shall not be recoverable by CONSULTANT.

9. Conflicts. No salaried officer or employee of CITY and no member of City Council
shall have a financial interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement. A violation of this
provision renders this Agreement void. Any federal regulations and applicable provisions
in Section 105.450 et seq. RSMo. shall not be violated. CONSULTANT covenants that it
presently has no interest and shall not acquire any interest, direct or indirect, which would
conflict in any manner or degree with the pefformance of services to be performed under
this Agreement. CONSULTANT further covenants that in the performance of this
Agreement no person having such interest shall be employed.

10, Assignment. Parties shall not assign any interest in this Agreement, and shall not
transfer any interest in the same (whether by assignment or novation), without prior
written consent of the other Party thereto, but either Party may assign its rights and
obligations, without recourse or consent, to any parent, wholly owned subsidiary, or
affiliate or affiliate's successor organization (whether as a result of reorganization,
restructuring or sale of substantially all of a party's assets). Notice of such assignment or
transfer shall be furnished in writing promptly to CITY. Any such assignment is expressly
subject to all rights and remedies of CITY under this Agreement, including the right to
change or delete activities from this Agreement or to terminate the same as provided
herein, and no such assignment shall require CITY to give any notice to any such
assignee of any actions which CITY may take under this Agreement, though CITY will
attempt to so notify any such assignee.

11. Compliance with Laws. CONSULTANT agrees to comply with all applicable
federal, state and local laws or rules and regulations applicable to the provision of services
hereunder.
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12. Employment Of Unauthorized Aliens Prohibited. CONSULTANT agrees to
comply with Missouri State Statute section 285.530 in that CONSULTANT shall not
knowingly employ, hire for employment, or continue to employ an unauthorized alien to
perform work within the state of Missouri. As a condition for the award of this Agreement,
CONSULTANT shall, by sworn affidavit and provision of documentation, affirm its
enrollment and participation in a federal work authorization program with respect to the
employees working in connection with the contracted services. CONSULTANT shall also
sign an affidavit affirming that it does not knowingly employ any person who is an
unauthorized alien in connection with the contracted services. CONSULTANT shall
require each subcontractor to affirmatively state in its contract with CONSULTANT that
the subcontractor shall not knowingly employ, hire for employment or continue to employ
an unauthorized alien to perform work within the state of Missour¡. CONSULTANT shall
also require each subcontractor to provide CONSULTANT with a sworn affidavit under
the penalty of perjury attesting to the fact that the subcontractor's employees are lawfully
present in the United States.

13. General lndependent Contractor Clause. This Agreement does not create an
employee/employer relationship between the Parties. lt is the Parties' intention that the
CONSULTANT will be an independent contractor and not CITY's employee for all
purposes, including, but not limited to, the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act
minimum wage and overtime payments, Federal lnsurance Contribution Act, the Social
Security Act, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, the provisions of the lnternal Revenue
Code, Missouri revenue and taxation laws, Missouri workers' compensation and
unemployment insurance laws. CONSULTANT will retain sole and absolute discretion in
the judgment of the manner and means of carrying out CONSULTANT's activities and
responsibilities hereunder. CONSULTANT agrees that it is a separate and independent
enterprise from the public employer, that it has a full opportunity to find other business,
that it has made its own investment in its business, and that it will utilize a high level of
skill necessary to perform the work. This Agreement shall not be construed as creating
any joint employment relationship between CONSULTANT and CITY, and CITY will not
be liable for any obligation incurred by CONSULTANT, including but not limited to unpaid
minimum wages and/or overtime premiums.

14. lnsurance. CONSULTANT shall maintain, on a primary basis and at its sole
expense, at all times during the life of this Agreement the following insurance coverages,
limits, including endorsements described herein. The requirements contained herein, as
well as the CITY's review or acceptance of insurance maintained by CONSULTANT is

not intended to, and shall not in any manner limit or qualify the liabilities or obligations
assumed by CONSULTANT under this Agreement. Coverage to be provided as follows
by a carrier with A.M. Best minimum rating of A- Vlll.

a. Workers' Compensation & Employers Liability. CONSULTANT shall
maintain Workers' Compensation in accordance with Missouri State Statutes or
provide evidence of monopolistic state coverage. Employers Liability with the
following limits: $500,000 for each accident, $500,000 for each disease for each
employee, and $500,000 disease policy limit.
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b. Commercial General Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Commercial
General Liability at a limit of $1,000,000 Each Occurrence, $2,000,000 Annual
Aggregate. Coverage shall not contain any endorsement(s) excluding nor limiting
ProducVCompleted Operations, Contractual Liability or Cross Liability.

c. Business Auto Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Business Automobile
Liability at a limit of $1,000,000 Each Occurrence. Coverage shall include liability
for Owned, Non-Owned & Hired automobiles. ln the event CONSULTANT does
not own automobiles, CONSULTANT agrees to maintain coverage for Hired &
Non-Owned Auto Liability, which may be satisfied by way of endorsement to the
Commercial General Liability policy or separate Business Auto Liability policy.

d. CONSULTANT may satisfy the liability limits required for Commercial
General Liability or Business Auto Liability under an Umbrella or Excess Liability
policy. There is no minimum per occurrence limit of liability under the Umbrella or
Excess Liability; however, the Annual Aggregate limit shall not be less than the
highest "Each Occurrence" limit for either Commercial General Liability or
Business Auto Liability. CONSULTANT agrees to endorse CITY as an Additional
lnsured on the Umbrella or Excess Liability, unless the Certificate of lnsurance
state the Umbrella or Excess Liability provides coverage on a "Follow-Form" basis.

e. The City of Columbia, its elected officials and employees are to be
Additional lnsured with respect to the Project to which these insurance
requirements pertain. A certificate of insurance evidencing all coverage required is

to be provided at least ten (10) days prior to the Effective Date of the Agreement
between the CONSULTANT and CITY. CONSULTANT is required to maintain
coverages as stated and required to notify CITY of a Carrier Change or
cancellation within two (2) business days.

f. The Parties hereto understand and agree that CITY is relying on, and does
not waive or intend to waive by any provision of this Agreement, any monetary
limitations or any other rights, immunities, and protections provided by the State of
Missouri, as from time to time amended, or otherwise available to CITY, or its
elected officials or employees.

g. Failure to maintain the required insurance in force may be cause for
termination of this Agreement. ln the event CONSULTANT fails to maintain and
keep in force the required insurance or to obtain coverage from its subcontractors,
CITY shall have the right to cancel and terminate this Agreement without notice.

h. The insurance required by the provisions of this article is required in the
public interest and CITY does not assume any liability for acts of CONSULTANT
and/or CONSULTANT's employees and/or CONSULTANT's subcontractors in the
performance of this Agreement.

Professional Services Agreement (Fixed Sum) - modified
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15. lndemnification and Special Liability

a. HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT: To the fullest extent not prohibited by law,
CONSULTANT shall indemnify and hold harmless the City of Columbia, its directors,
officers, agents, and employees from and against all third party claims, damages,
losses, and expenses (including but not limited to reasonable attorney's fees) arising by
reason of any act or failure to act, negligent or otherwise, of CONSULTANT, of any
subcontractor (meaning anyone, including but not limited to consultants having a

contract with CONSULTANT or a subcontractor for part of the services), of anyone
directly or indirectly employed by CONSULTANT or by any subcontractor, or of anyone
for whose acts CONSULTANT or its subcontractor may be liable, in connection with
providing these services. This provision does not, however, require CONSULTANT to
indemnify, hold harmless, or defend the City of Columbia from its own actions,
inactions, (willful or otherwise), or its own negligence.

CITY shall provide CONSULTANT with prompt written notice of any third party
indemnity claims covered by this Article. CONSULTANT has the right to select and hire
counsel with CITY's reasonable approval of such counsel and CONSULTANT has the
exclusive right to conduct the legal defense and/or settle such third party claims that are
CONSULTANT's responsibility on the CITY's behalf. CITY shall not enter into a
settlement of an indemnity claim without the express permission of CONSULTANT.

b. Waiver of Special and lndirect Damages. NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE FOR
ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS
OF PROFIT OR LOSS OF USE.

c. LIMIT ON LlABlLlry. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, EXCEPT
FOR DAMAGES DUE TO GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT,
CONSULTANT'S LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES TO CITY OF ANY TYPE RELATED TO OR
ARISING OUT OF THESE SERVICES SHALL NOT EXCEED SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY-
TWO THOUSAND, FIVE HUNDRED FORTY-EIGHT DOLLARS ($722,548), WHETHER SUCH
LIABILITY IS BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR ANOTHER THEORY OF
LIABILITY. BOTH PARTIES AGREE THIS LIMIT ON LIABILITY DOES NOT APPLY, AND IS

INDEPENDENT TO, CONSULTANT'S INSURANCE RËQUIREMENTS AND HOLD HARMLESS
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

16. No Waiver Of Sovereign lmmunity. ln no event shall the language of this
Agreement constitute or be construed as a waiver or limitation for either Party's rights or
defenses with regard to each Party's applicable sovereign, governmental, or official
immunities and protections as provided by federal and state constitution or law.

17. Intentionally Left Blank]

18. Professional Responsibility. CONSULTANT shall exercise reasonable skill, care
and diligence in performance of its services and will carry out its responsibilities in

accordance with generally accepted standards of good professional practices in effect
at the time of performance ("Warranty"). Notwithstanding acceptance by CITY, if, within
three (3) months from date of completion, the Services fail to meet the Warranty
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standards, upon prompt written notification from CITY of any such fault or defect prior to
the expiration of the three (3) month period following completion of the Services,
CONSULTANT shall promptly re-pedorm the faulty or defective portion of the Services
at the sole expense of CONSULTANT or refund CITY the pro rata portion of the fees
paid to CONSULTANT under this Agreement allocable to the nonconforming Services.
The warranty on re-performed Services shall be the greater of the remainder of the
original Warranty period or one (1) month from acceptance of reperformed Services.

THE WARRANTIES IN THIS SECTION 18 ARE CONSULTANT'S SOLE AND
EXCLUSIVE WARRANTIES AND ARE SUBJECT TO THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY
DESCRIBED lN SECTION 15c. CONSULTANT MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, COURSE OF
DEALING AND USAGE OF TRADE.

19. Governing Law And Venue. This Agreement shall be governed, interpreted, and

enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Missouri and/or the laws of the United
States, as applicable. The venue for all litigation arising out of, or relating to this
Agreement, shall be in Boone County, Missouri, or the United States Western District of
Missouri. The Parties hereto irrevocably agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of
such courts in the State of Missouri. The Parties agree to waive any defense of forum
non conveniens.

20. No Third-Party Beneficiary. No provision of this Agreement is intended to nor shall
it in any way inure to the benefit of any customer, property owner or any other third party,

so as to constitute any such Person a third-party beneficiary under this Agreement.

21. Notices. Any notice, demand, request, or communication required or authorized
by this Agreement shall be delivered either by hand, facsimile, overnight courier or mailed
by certified mail, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid, to:

lf to CITY: lf to CONSULTANT:

City Purchasing Agent
Finance Department
701 E. Broadway
P.O. Box 6015
Columbia, MO 65205-6015
Telephone: (573) 87 4-737 5

With a copy to:

Utilities Department
P.O. Box 6015
Columbia, MO 65205-601 5
ATTN: Director of Utilities

Siemens lndustry, lnc.
10900 Wayzala Blvd, Ste #400
Minnetonka, MN 55305
ATTN: Michael Yazvec, Legal DePt
952-484-5505
Michael.Y siemens.com

I
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Exhibit:
A
B

The designation and titles of the person to be notified orthe address of such person
may be changed at any time by written notice. Any such notice, demand, request, or
communication shall be deemed delivered on receipt if delivered by hand and on deposit
by the sending party if delivered by courier or U.S. mail.

22. Public Records Act. CITY is subject to the Missouri Sunshine Law. The Parties
agree that this Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the provisions of the
Missouri Sunshine Law as amended and CONSULTANT agrees to maintain the
confidentiality of information which is not subject to public disclosure under the Sunshine
Law.

23. Amendment. No amendment, addition to, or modification of any provision hereof
shall be binding upon the Parties, and neither Party shall be deemed to have waived any
provision or any remedy available to it unless such amendment, addition, modification or
waiver is in writing and signed by a duly authorized officer or representative of the
applicable Party or Parties.

24. Contract Documents. The Contract Documents include this Agreement and the
following attachments and exhibits which are incorporated herein by reference.

CITY's RFP
CONSULTANT's Proposal and Pricing Proposal

ln the event of a conflict between the terms of any of the Contract Documents and
the terms of this Agreement, the terms of this Agreement control. ln the event of a conflict
between the terms of any Contract Documents, the terms of the documents control in the
order listed above.

25. Entire Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire and integrated
agreement between the Parties relative to the Project herein. All previous or
contemporaneous contracts, representations, promises and conditions relating to
CONSULTANT's services on this Project described herein are superseded.

[STGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE]

o
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By:

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have set their hands on the day and
year written below.

CITY OF COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

By:
J n Glascoc nager

^Date: Zo¿

ATTEST:

By:
Sheela Amin, City Clerk

APPROVED AS FORM

ompson, City Counselor I ak l¡l
CERTIFICATION: l, hereby certify that this Agreement is within the purpose of the

pn n to ic to be charged, Account Number
and that there is an unencumbered

balance to the credit of such appropriation sufficient to pay therefor

Janet er, Director of rnance
By:

Professional Services Agreement (Fixed Sum) - modifìed
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SIEMENS INDUSTRY ING.

By:

Name

Title:

Date:

G a

,( (¡ re- r

ATTEST

By

S"*t{ Cn¿¡ott-

By

Name: (RtS \\q$\ SrUs¡¡e: q *)

Ti'e: (osc¡nÇ-ÈLrc+e Co.lKoLtt(

Date: \E ö+ J-or9,

Name

SARAH ANN CARROLL
NoÞry Pr¡blkrMinnesota

$yCotnttf*t ËrçbsoJan 3r,20¿l

7/t r

Professional Serv¡ces Agreement (Fixed Sum) - modified
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Exhihit A

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

T+oizolg_ ELECTRIC INTEGRATED RESoURCE AND MASTER PLAN

CITY OF COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

FINANCEÆURCHASING DTVIS ION
CALE TURNER

PURCHASING AGENT
lOT E. BROADV/AY, 5TT{ FLOOR

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 6520 1

(s73) 874-737s

Cale.turner@como.gov

TAD JOHNSON

DIRECTOR OF UTILITIES

Request For Proposal No. l4O/20I8
Closing Date: 5:00 p.m. CST, Friday, December 21,2018

ERIC WORTS, P.E.

ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR
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Requestfor Proposal 740/2078: Electric Integrqted Resource and Master Plan

1-. INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW

Through this Request for Proposal ("RFP"), the City of Columbia, Missouri ("City")
Utilities Department requests proposals from capable firms to conduct an electric
integrated resource and master plan. The City will be the contract representative
throughout the engagement.

2. GENERALREQUIREMENTS

SCHEDULE OF RFP ACTIVITIES

QUESTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS OF THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
All questions concerning the solicitation and specifications shall be submitted in writing
via e-mail to the name below.

Cale Turner, Purchasing Agent
Phone: (573) 874-1375
Email: cale.turner@como.gov

Any oral responses to any questions shall be unofficial and not binding on the City of
Columbia. An Addendum to this RFP providing the City of Columbia's official
response will be issued, if necessary, on the e-bidding website. Questions must be
submitted no later than 5:00 p.m. on December 7,2018.

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION
Proposals may be submitted in a sealed envelope at the purchasing office or uploaded
electronically on the City's E-bidding website. No fax or e-mail proposals will be
accepted. Sealed proposals must be delivered to the Purchasing Department, T0l E.
Broadway, 5th Floor, Columbia, MO 65201 by the closing date and time. Proposals
received after the appointed time will be determined non-responsive and will not be
opened. Sealed proposals must be submitted in three (3) copies, one of which must be
an original and so marked. The proposals must be in sealed envelopes and marked in
bold letters "RFP I4O/2018 ELECTRIC INTEGRATED RESOURCE AND MASTER
PLAN."

TRANSMITTAL LETTER
All offerors must submit a transmittal letter prepared on the offeror's letterhead. An
individual who is authorized to bind this firm to all statements, services, and prices
contained in the proposal for both the primary and sub firms must sign the letter. In

Page 2 of 10
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December'1,2018 Close of written requests for additional information

December 12,2Ol8 Written responses/addendum to requests for additional
information posted on bidding website

December 21,2018 Proposal is due by 5:00 p.m. CST



Requestfor Proposal 140/2018: Electric Integrqted Resource and Master Plan

addition, a letter from any sub-vendor to be used in the service should be included. This
letter must be signed by an individual who is authorized to bind the firm and should give
a brief description of the work they are to perform.

FORMAT OF PROPOSAL
Proposals are to be kept within thirty (30) pages with a minimum font size of eleven (11)

VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS
Offerors shall agree that proposals will remain firm for a period of ninety (90) calendar
days after the date specified for the due date of proposals.

REJECTION OF PROPOSALS
The City of Columbia reserves the right to reject any or all proposals received in
response to this RFP, or to cancel the RFP if it is in the best interest of the City of
Columbia to do so. Any exceptions to the requirements specified must be identified in
the proposal.

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSALS
Any Offeror may withdraw his/trer proposal at any time prior to the scheduled closing
time. However, no proposal shall be withdrawn for a period of ninety (90) days after the
scheduled closing time.

ALTERATION OF SOLICITATION
The wording of the City of Columbia's solicitation shall not be changed or altered in any
manner. Offerors taking exception to any clause in whole or in part should do so by
listing said exceptions on their letterhead and submitting them with their proposal; such
exceptions will be evaluated and accepted or rejected by the City of Columbia, whose
decision will be final.

RIGHTS IN DATA, DOCUMENTS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (CITY OF
COLUMBIA O\ryNERSHIP)
Any software, research, reports, studies, data, photographs, negatives or other documents,
drawings or materials prepared by Contractor in the performance of its obligations under
the resulting contract shall be the exclusive property of the City of Columbia and all such
materials shall be delivered to the City of Columbia by the Contractor upon completion,
termination or cancellation of the resulting contract. Contractor may, at its own expense.
keep copies of all its writing for its personal files. Contractor shall not use, willingly
allow, or cause to have such materials used for any purpose other than the performance of
proposer's obligations under this contract without prior written consent of the City of
Columbia; provided, however, that the Contractor shall be allowed to use non-
confidential materials for writing samples in pursuit of the work. The ownership rights
described herein shall include, but not be limited to, the right to copy, publish, display,
transfer, prepare derivative works, or otherwise use written works.

RESPONSE MATERIAL OWNERSHIP
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Requestfor Proposal L40/2078: Electric Inte.qrated Resource and Master Plan

All material submitted in regards to this RFP becomes the property of the City of
Columbia. Any person may review proposals after the "Notice of Award" letter has
been issued, subject to the terms of this solicitation.

INCURRING COSTS
The City of Columbia shall not be obligated or be liable for any cost incurred by offerors
prior to issuance of a Contract. All costs to prepare and submit a response to this
solicitation shall be borne by the offeror.

COLLUSION CLAUSE
Any agreement or collusion among offerors and prospective offerors to illegally restrain
freedom of competition by agreement to fix prices, or otherwise, shall render the
proposals of such offerors void.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
The final Contract between the City of Columbia and the Contractor will include:

City Standard Professional Services Contract
Offeror's Proposal
The Specifications contained in this RFP
Any changes, additions, or modifications hereto will be in writing and signed by the
Purchasing Agent. No other individual is authorized to modify the Contract in any
manner.

FUNDS
Financial obligations of the City of Columbia payable after the current fiscal year are
contingent upon funds for that purpose being appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise
made available. In the event funds are not appropriated, any resulting Contract will
become null and void, without penalty to the City of Columbia.

APPLICABLE LAW
The proposal and Contract shall be governed in all respects by the ordinances of the City
of Columbia and the laws of the State of Missouri, and any litigation with respect thereto
shall be brought in the courts in the State of Missouri.

RESPONSIBILITY
The City of Columbia reserves the right to require the apparent successful offeror to file
proof of his/her ability to properly finance and execute the Contract, together with
his/her record of successful completion of similar Contracts prior. The award of the
Contract will be contingent upon providing acceptable proof and record of performance.
This information will become a part of the contents of the file and hence public record
unless the offeror indicates this material confidential and request this information be
returned at the expense of the offeror. This applies only to matters identified in the
Missouri Sunshine Law.

NONDIS CRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
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RequestÍor Proposal 140/2078: Electric Integrated Resource and Mqster Plan

In connection with the furnishing of supplies or performance of work under the resulting
Contract, the Contractor agrees to comply with the Fair Labor Standard Act, Fair
Employment Practices, Equal Opportunity Employment Act, and all other applicable
Federal and State laws and further agrees to insert the foregoing provisions in all
subcontracts awarded hereunder.

EMPLOYMENT OF UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS PROHIBITED:
(a) Contractor agrees to comply with Missouri State Statute section 285.530 in that they
shall not knowingly employ, hire for employment, or continue to employ an

unauthorized alien to perform work within the State of Missouri.
(b) As a condition for the award of this Contract the contractor shall, by sworn affidavit
and provision of documentation, affirm its enrollment and participation in a federal work
authorization program with respect to the employees working in connection with the
contracted services. The Contractor shall also sign an affidavit affirming that it does not
knowingly employ any person who is an unauthorized alien in connection with the
contracted services.
(c) Contractor shall require each subcontractor to affirmatively state in its contract with
contractor that the subcontractor shall not knowingly employ, hire for employment or
continue to employ an unauthorized alien to perform work within the state of Missouri.
Contractor shall also require each subcontractor to provide contractor with a sworn
affidavit under the penalty of perjury attesting to the fact that the subcontractor's
employees are lawfully present in the United States.

3. SCOPE OF WORK

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CONTRACTOR:
1. Provide weekly progress updates which include updated schedule, tasks worked on

and completed in the previous week, and tasks scheduled for the following week.
Information required from the City of Columbia, issues that may affect schedule, and
risks that may affect successful completion of one or more parts of the project should
also be identified.

2. Provide a final report containing results from all tasks identified in the Scope of
'Work. For engineering work, this report shall be stamped and certified by a

Professional Engineer.

3. Attend several in person meetings with the Integrated Resource and Master Plan Task
Force. The Task Force meets every fourth Thursday in the evening at 6 P.M. The
purpose of these meetings will be to update the Task Force members on the progress
of the project, answer questions, and address potential scope changes that may be
necessary as information is gathered.

4. Attend City Council meetings as required including presenting final report

5. Appoint a single point of contact for interaction with the City of Columbia.
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6. Provide a prioritized, detailed list of documents , data and any other materials that the
City must provide to complete the contract once awarded.

7 . Provide notification to City of any change of personnel assigned to the project.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CITY OF COLUMBIA:
1. Provide any data, previous reports, assessments, studies, or other material that has

been collected.

Provide detailed feedback on all work products.

Provide a single point of contact for interaction with the contractor.

PART I - INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN:
1. Conduct a load forecast of at least 5 years, but preferably 10 years or more to

determine the electric energy and capacity requirements of the City of Columbia as a
whole. Develop a model for which the City of Columbia may run scenarios based on
values of different variables. Include the model as a deliverable. Disclose all
assumptions utilized in the creation of the model.

2. Review all current generation and capacity import contracts. Indicate when those
contracts that will need to be renewed and/or that may be approaching end of life.
Evaluate the status of the contracts and address the options available to the City of
Columbia regarding these contracts. Evaluate the marketability of the contracts.

3. Review local generation assets. Predict useful life remaining of current local assets

using existing condition assessments or prudent industry standards. Examine the
viability of maintaining ongoing operation of existing generation and compare to
building new local generation or increasing portfolio of import contracts. Examine
the costs and benefits of converting a retired local generation unit from coal fired
boiler to biomass fired boiler. Examine the cost and benefits to convert gas turbine
units to combined cycle units for improved efficiency and added capacity.

4. Develop a resource utilization plan. Identify the utilization of resources and types of
units selected to meet future needs and other factors of interest to permit an
undcrstanding of thc potcntial futurc resource needs. In the plan idcntify strategies
that would meet or exceed the minimum renewable energy and greenhouse gas
emission requirements established by the City of Columbia. Existing goal is for
l57o renewables at present; 257o renewables by 2023;30Vo by 2029; and potentially
1007o renewables at some future date within the next 40 years. Take into account
results of the City of Columbia's Climate Action and Adaptation Plan currently in
progress. Currently adopted community wide greenhouse gas emission reductions
levels are: 357o by 2035, 807o by 2050, & IOOVo by 2060. Currently electric use is
credited with 45Vo of emissions.
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Requestfor Proposal 740/2018: Electric Integrated Resource and Master PIan

5. Conduct sensitivity studies. Recommend sensitivities, to be examined. Include load
growth, cost; reliability and resiliency, renewable expectations, climate regulation,
and adoption of new technologies such as electric vehicle charging, increased use of
heat pumps, and increased customer solar utilization as mandatory sensitivities.

6. Review current demand side reduction programs with regard to participation,
participation potential, costs and results of the programs. Determine the
appropriateness of existing demand and energy reduction programs and make
recommendations regarding the continuation of these programs. Determine the impact
to existing programs due to current and future state and federal efficiency standards,
rebates, or tax credits. Recommend any new programs or technologies that would
increase the effectiveness of demand side and energy reduction programs.

7. Evaluate the potential for expanded use of private and public distributed generation
and storage to contribute to the energy and capacity requirements of the City of
Columbia. Examine the effectiveness and appropriateness of distributed energy
resources such as, but not limited to, neighborhood and rooftop solar arrays, energy
storage, and industrial customer generation as a means to curtail energy and capacity
requirements.

8. Evaluate CWL's position as a MISO member vs. SPP. Evaluate and compare the
availability of renewable energy in SPP and MISO.

9. Conduct a value of solar study. Evaluate how City of Columbia customers benefit
from the proliferation of net metered solar including the solar incentive program costs
and accounting for all costs, benefits, and opportunities involved.

PART II - MASTER PLAN
1. Determine the load serving ability of the CWL service territory. Conduct a spatial

load forecast to determine the localized load serving ability for various locations
within the City of Columbia distribution service area. Take into account potential
growth, redevelopment, and energy efficiency improvements, private solar
generation, other private distributed generation, and proliferation of new technologies
such as energy storage and electric vehicle charging stations when conducting the
load forecast.

2. Determine the appropriateness of using battery storage, utility provided solar, or other
distributed generation as options for serving local load serving ability needs. Include
how these options could be used to prolong investments in the distribution system.

3. Review existing CWL standards for system reliability. Make recommendations to
modify the City of Columbia electric engineering standards by taking into account
economic viability, customer satisfaction, and best practices of the electric utility
industry. Determine the risks associated with the standards. Document the standards
in such a manner that they can be implemented as an official City of Columbia policy.
Recommend a process in which standards are reviewed and updated. Document the
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Requestfor Proposal 740/20L8: Electric Integrated Resource and Master Plan

NERC function types for which the City of Columbia is registered. Evaluate the
appropriateness of each of these registrations.

4. Make recommendations regarding the expansion of the City of Columbia
transmission system. Recommendations must take into account established NERC
and other regulatory standards, requirements of the MISO ISO and established or
modified CWL standards for system reliability. Evaluate CWL's transmission system
as a MISO member bordering SPP and AECI territories and determine how that
affects regulatory requirements. Address the needs of the transmission level
interconnections with the University of Missouri and City of Fulton when making the
recommendations.

5. Make recommendations regarding the expansion of the City of Columbia distribution
system. Recommendations must take into account existing or modified standards for
system reliability. Take into account the localized growth of the system to determine
recommendations regarding how to provide adequate capacity for that growth.

6. Review the capital projects currently forecasted by CWL and determine if they are in
keeping with the recommendations established by the master plan. Identify projects
that may be unnecessary. Identify projects that might be considered to meet
established recommendations. Determine the prioritization of these projects.

l. Review the costs and benefits of adaptation of AMI metering or other "smart-grid"
technologies.

PART III - COST OF SERVICE PLAN:
1. Perform a cost-of-service analysis. Review and evaluate the rate classes and

structures and recurring fees associated with the electric utility. Make
recommendations for changes to the rate structure. Identify and evaluate alternate
rate structure strategies, such as time of use and demand charges that the City might
consider. Comment on impacts experienced by other utilities in customer use
behavior as a result of various alternatives.

2. Review City's current methodology - Review City's current practices for cost of
service analysis, debt coverage calculations, cash reserve policy and rate design.
Determine the utilities revenue requirements - identify revenue requirements for the
test year and over a ten year planning horizon with consideration of historical
customer data, usage and load. Calculate debt coverage ratios and rate adjustments to
meet or exceed debt coverage ratio. Recommend the minimum cash reserve levels
for the utility to sustain. Assure that recommended rate structure meets all financial
requirements.

3. Provide Excel based cost of service analysis model looking forward 10 years. Model
should be able to be used by City staff to run scenarios to determine results based on
several variables. Provide training on use. Methodology used for key model drivers
should be explained and easily replicated.
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4. Identify costs associated with expansion of and connection to the electric system.
Make recommendations on how to identify those costs. Make recommendations such
that required capital growth is funded by the forces driving that growth.

5. Evaluate Revenue at Risk. Highlight the risks to revenue in all potential rate
structures and make recommendations on how CWL might mitigate the risks to
revenue. Potential risks could include lower than anticipated usage and proliferation
of customer owned solar and energy storage. Evaluate how the City of Columbia's
solar incentives affect this revenue at risk.

6. Provide a cost breakdown that shows the real cost of each utility program or servrce
by rate class and rate structure. Provide revenue generated by each rate class and rate

structure. Provide related budget line titles in FY19 budget covered by each rate class
and rate structure.

1. Identify the effect of renewable targets on rates. Note that renewable energy sources
should not cost more than 3Vo of all other energy or energy and capacity costs.
Develop a method of determining the cost increase or savings of each resource based
on current and potential contracts. Make a recommendation on whether a 37o

maximum cost of renewables over other sourçes is achievable given the potential
renewable targets of the City of Columbia.

8. Identify and evaluate other potential income sources, such as pole attachment fees
and electric vehicle charging stations.

9. Conduct a study of financing programs. Recommend the feasibility of utility
financing models such as PAYS, PACE, Utility On-Bill Financing, or others that
could lower or eliminate ratepayer burdens caused by reduced energy sales from
conservation, energy savings, or renewable energy programs.

Provide benchmark based on current charges compared to other utilities of similar
size and geographic region.

4. EVALUATION AND A\ryARD

EVALUATION
Proposal Evaluation- It is the purpose of this RFP to obtain data as complete as possible
from each offeror that will enable the City of Columbia to determine which prospective
fìrm is best able to serve all the criteria which are to be considered in the award of this
contract. Evaluation of the offerors qualifying as finalists will be based on the following
criteria:

Method of Performance: Restate the Scope of 'Work 
stated herein and identify the

process in which the tasks will be completed.

Experience of Staff: Identify the key personnel that will be involved in the project

and their role. Identify project manager that will be the key point of contact

a

a
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throughout the RFP process and who will remain the City's primary resource

throughout the duration of the contract

Completion of Tasks: Provide a milestone list and proposed schedule of
completion of tasks. Prove capacity to deliver the project requirements on time and

on budget

Proven Experience on Similar Projects: Identify other utilities of similar size for
which the contractor has performed a project of similar scope that the City of
Columbia may contact to reference the quality of the work performed.

Failure of the offeror to provide in his/her proposal any information requested in this RFP
may result in disqualification of the proposal and shall be the responsibility of the
proposing individual or firm.

During the evaluation process, discussions may be conducted with offerors who submit
proposals determined to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award. It will be
the recommendation of the evaluation committee if discussions for clarification are
needed.

The City reserves the right to select from original proposal submission or may conduct
interviews from a shorf list of qualifierl offerors if deemed necessary.

The objective of the evaluation committee will be to recommend the Offeror whose
proposal is most responsive to the City of Columbia's needs while within the available
resources. The specifications within this RFP represent the minimum performance
necessary for response.

SELECTION AND A\ryARD
The City of Columbia reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, to negotiate with
any offeror considered qualified, or to make an award without further discussion. The
City of Columbia reserves the right to award contracts to multiple vendors if deemed in
the best interest of the City of Columbia.

Attachment 1 includes the City of Columbia sample agreement that will be utilized once
selection of consultant is made.
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May 22,2019

Ryan Williams

Assistant Director of City Utilities
701 E. Broadway

Columbia, MO 65205 USA

(573) 874-7375 x

Vía email: ryan.williams@como.qov

Re: Request for Froposal Nc" T 4Sf2018: Electric lntegrated Resource and Master Plan

Dear Mr. Williams:

Siemens lndustry, lnc. on behalf of its Energy Business Advisory ("Siemens") unit, is pleased to
provide the following scope of work and budgetfor Part l: lntegrated Resource Plan and ParI2:
Transmission and Distribution Master Plan under RFP 140/2018.

As requested, we have structured our attached proposal to closely follow the task outline of each

Part as provided in the RFP. However, the execution of these tasks will be performed in an

integrated fashion as we described in our prior submittal and oral presentation. Further, in both
the IRP and the Master Plan there are core tasks that build on the work product of other tasks.

Hence, we have identified these tasks that must be considered core to the completion of the IRP

and the Master plan; as well as identified a few non-core tasks that may be considered as

standalone effort. These core and non-core tasks are identified in the pricing section of the
proposal.

We are pleased to have been selected to fulfill Parts 1 and 2 and look forward to working with
the City on this important project. Please contact bo.poats@siemens.com, or (703) 608-5568, if
there are any questions regarding this scope and budget.

Best regards,

LVüL
J. Scolt Hulett
Head, Siemens Power Technologies lnternational

Cc: Cale Turner (v ia email: cale.turner@como

Siemens lndustry, lnc.
Siemens Energy Business Advisory

12700 Fau Lakes C¡rcle, Suite
2S0Fairfax V¡ginia 22033 USA

Tel.: +1 (703) 818-9100
www.s¡emens.com/pti



Siemens Proposed lntegrated Resource Planning and Energy Master Plan Scope of Work for CWL

Scope of Work

Cantents

Part I - lntegrated Resource Plan

Part ll - Master Plan ...........

Cost and Schedule

ATTACHMENT A - Proposed Revisions to Terms and Conditions
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12

......25

......27
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Siemens Proposed lntegrated Resource Planning and Energy Master Plan Scope of Work for CWL

Part I * Integreted Resc¡urce trlan

$vervÌew of Sco¡re and Approach

Siemens proposes to organize and undertake the Part l: lntegrated Resource Plan ("lRP") scope

of services in a logically sequenced and integrated manner, enveloping the nine Tasks set forth
in the Columbia Water & Light ('CWf) RFP, and following the methodology described in our

original proposal. Our approach is organized around core elements of the lRP, which are

sequenced in a way that allows for the effective integration with the analyses called for under

Parï2 Tasks 1-7, Master Plan ('MP").

Siemens understands the rapidly changing market environment that will impact CWL's lRP.

Changes in the regulatory and market environment, the pace of technology, and emerging

energy portfolio delivery options create a complex set of planning issues for CWL to address.

While Missouri does not have a renewable portfolio standard, the City has renewable aspirations

with the renewable ordinance requiring CWL to meet 15% renewables at present, 25olo

renewablesby 2025,30% by 2029 and potentially 100% renewables at some date in the next

forty years. The City's Climate Action Plan specifies a 350/o reduction in greenhouse gases by

2035, 80% by 2050 an 1 00% by 2060.

The MISO market has significant wind potential which provides the City attractive options to
procure contracted and market renewable energy to meet the requirements under the

ordinance. The ordinance also mandates that rates should not increase by more than three

percent per year as a result of the investments, so CWL must look for the most attractive

economic options available. The Missouri Public Service Commission has recommended that the

electric utility planning rules be revised to specifically analyze the needs and costs/benefits of
distributed energy resources (DER) throughout the value chain. CWL has appropriately

enveloped these and other asset performance and reliability standards in its IRP and MP Task

Areas. CWL has focused on the potential for distributed and bulk grid - based renewable and

distríbuted energy resources to cost-effectively enable the achievement of these environmental,

cost - effective and diversified energy portfolio goals, whíle maintaining high levels of grid

reliability and customer service value.

Siemens deploys a well-tested and industry best practice integrated methodology, treatment of
data, forecasting horizon and a common platform for developing the IRP and the Master Plan.

This ensures consistency in the data and allows for appropriate levels of communication

between the IRP and MP components necessary in a future more dominated by renewables,

decentralized load following assets, and enabling technologies such as storage, which can be a

generation, transmission or a distribution asset.

2Copyright O 20'l 9 Siemens lndustry, lnc. All Rights Reserved



Siemens Proposed lntegrated Resource Planning and Ënergy Master Plan Scope of Work for CWL

The approach described below öonsists of the following Steps:

. Establishment of objectives and metrics

. ldentification of key issues and requirements and how they will be analyzed

. A reference case set of assumptions

. technologyassessment

. Definition of scenarios or sensitivities to properly account for uncertainty
o Least cost screening analyses of options and identification of alternative portfolios
. A risk assessment of portfolios against the range of uncertainty
o Selection of the best portfolio (investments) and supporting documentation

This approach entails iteration/communication between the two plan tasks, modeling methods
and input assumptions to ensure that the top down approaches utilized in lRPs and the bottom
up forecasts used in the Master Plan are consistently structured and applied, including reference
cases and ranges of uncertainty properly defined and developed.

Siemens proposes to utilize its state-of-the-art methodology that has been refined for more
than15 years to determine the portfolio that best meets all of CWL's objectives over a jointly
specified range of potential future conditions. We will work with CWL to define all of its critical
objectives (such as least cost, most stable, reliable, resilient, and sustainability targets) and

select metrics to be applied to the IRP scenario results at the beginning of the process. This

ensures that we properly frame the analysis to allow CWL to assess the trade-offs between
meeting each of its objectives in selecting its preferred portfolio.

We will utilíze CWL's data on its asset and system performance characteristics. We will ensure a

full understanding of local and state (e.9. FEECA) regulations and targets for energy efficiency,
demand response, carbon reductions or other local of the City imposed requirements. We will
also review economic and financial parameters to be used in the study. lf significant gaps exist
in avaílable data and parameters of current system, future load and peak outlook, or site-specific
parameters effecting perspective renewable outputs, Siemens will work with the City to develop
necessary assumptions to ensure a sound set of parameters is obtained for key assumptions.

A task-wise description of the Part l: IRP scope of work follows.

Task-Wise Scope c¡f Wr¡rk

1. Cr:r;#*ei c¡ J*r:S l*:rec¿:sl r¡f 5-?* )rc*rs l* d*l*r¡¡¡¡*+ fir* *Jerrlrir $$sr$y n*d ci:p*cí¡r
¡*çu¡¡e¡ir*¡lfs *f fir* fity. f)*vel*:¡: * ¡n*d*i fr:," r¡¡fuicfu fhe {ify íìifiy r¿in sc*¡:¿:ri*:s *i.¡s*rJ *n

"oiu*. 
of d¡ffl*rc¡if r.,crí*hJ*s" fn*l*rJ* tfo* x:*S*i us r:¡ cc:Jivrlra*J*. l)¡s*l*"çr *fl cssr.im¡:li*ns

..+t;:..".-..J .'", ¡ ¡.. * *"**l¡¡:* *f lllc ¡:t*cJsJ,tf t¡J¡¿tit-J,¡t Lt:t: L¡

Siemens will utilize customer-class specific, econometric time-series models to develop
forecasted monthly energy sales for the three largest customer classes: residential, commercial
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and industrial. The gross energy consumption forecast will be developed using a Classical Linear

Regression Model ("CLRM") in which the dependent variable, energy sales, is expressed as a
linear equation combining the independent variables. The econometric model is traditionally
developed using variables such as weather (normalized), regional economic indicators, number
of customers and other demographic variables for each customer class. The econometric model

uses an ordinary least-squares regression technique. This basic approach is widely used to
develop long-term load forecasts for independent system operators like PJM , the California

Energy Commission and individual utilities. Siemens proposes to use monthly historical data to
estimate the regression coefficients and statistical relevance for each variable assessed.

To estimate the peak demand associated with the energy forecast the historical load factors (i.e.

the ratio of average demand to the peak demand) for each customer class will be assessed along

with the percentage of their peak demand that occurs at the time of the system peak (called

Customer Class Coincidence Factor - CCCF - or Contribution to the Peak Factor). This historical

class-level load factor is used to develop a forecasted load factor by class. We then separately

adjust forecasts for specific DSM, EE or DR programs, DER and EV penetration. Programs like EV

and DER penetration can either be assessed as a load adjustment or as a supply option dependíng

on whether the penetration is based on pure economics or other factors (such as regulatory or
City goals). We can use either method and will discuss these options in our kick off meeting.

ln addition, based upon available historical information and public studies and grid hosting

capacity assessment, Siemens will estimate penetration rates for distributed generation and

electric vehicles. Siemens has conducted studies for clients based upon national data and

regional published studies. For the lRP, we intend to use established models and price elasticities

to address penetration rates and resource price levels. As needed and at an extra cost, Siemens

can develop strategies for maximizing the potential for these programs. For solar penetration,

we will utilize any justified existing programs such as net metering, solar tariffs, financing
programs or other mechanisms in place.

2. fiel.i*i¡¡ *Jl **rrcni ü*¡"¡*rsfi*,": *nd **p**íf;, ir::p*rr ronlr{:c{s. fn#i**fr ,"vl'¡*,.l ihosr
ilûnfr$L¿s ifu¡:t r¡iil ¡'r**rJ l* f:* r*n*ln¡*r* r:ndl*¡ ll'i*l rr*y r:* *ppr*i:cÍ:inç **d *f Jif*

f,y¿yJ¿¡¡:{* if¡* sl¿¡l*s *:f {Í;* ro¡llr*rls aru¿J udd¡*ss lfu* r:pli*:r¡s *ve;ili:f:J* f* iJ¡* {ify *rf

f,*l*¡:r*is ¡*ü*rrJi*ü îíls"çs r*rlfrficfs. Sy*f¿;r:Í* lJ:*, m*rksf*Silily *f f,ts {:onfr{ïifs.

Siemens will evaluate all generation and capacity import contracts, focusing on whether any

contracts should be renegotiated or extended depending upon theír pricing terms relative to
market alternatives and in consideration of any options embedded in the contracts. The analysis

will focus on the quantities, relative values relative to market, asset or contractual alternatives,
and their volumes relative to the timing of current contract expiration. We will assess the impact
of the contracts on the minimum reserve margin threshold, as well as the contracts'exposure to
both upside and potential downside movement of market price levels. The latter could impact
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the City's ability to meet' its maximum acceptable rate adjustment limits. Finally, we will
recommend a hedging strategy around current and prospective PPAs to defend contract pricing
aga inst out-of-ma rket risk exposu re.

3. ,tsvi*w l*ci;l generûli*n {Tss#¡i. Ëre#icf ¿"¡s*ful iif* ¡*ru:¿:l¡ring *f cr.rrrrlf Jcc*l *ss*ls *sínc¡

*xisfinq r*¡:diÍi*¡"1 i)ssrssfilrnts cr ¡rrudenf indl¡sfry slcrrrcfrrds. fix**:in# {hr vicr{:ilitl'of
, 

*" 
._t, :

rnr¡fnfc¡¡n¡ng *ngoing r:pcrolion *f *xisfing g*ru*ru:liart *ncf r*mp*lr* l¿: fu*il#i*g n*w fu:ceii

_ç*n*r*fi*n or ir¡cr**sin_ç Ë#rïf#li* *f imp*rf i:rlJrlr#{f"ç^ ðx*m¡¡'r* fl'¡c rr:st"ç ¡rncf J:*nefifs *f
**r:u*rfing *¡ ¡'*{ired i***l g*n*re¡fi*n **ir fr*rn ***J fí¡*d fo*íf*r f* J:i*'rr*ss íirc* å:*iicr"
f,x¡:¡'¡ri¡¡* fj:e c*sf *nd **nefifs f* c*¡:v#rf ##s l,;rf,:i** r-¡¡;ifs f* e*¡r:fui¡i*d cycfe unlls f*r
;rxprr:v*d *ffici*n*y **# *d**d r*plrcit-y.

Siemens will review the condition of and physical useful life of the local assets and the
economics of operation up to and beyond its useful life (life extension and potential early
retirement) via a robust field assessment backed by experienced generation asset engineers,
including those with extensive GE asset experience. We will assess the economics of conversion
of existing and retired generation capacity. These options will be screened subsequently in the
capacity expansion and dispatch modeling process. lf any of these options pass our screening
criteria, they will be considered in the least cost evaluations to assess whether they represent
econom ic resource a lternatives.

As part of this analysis, we will examine the economics associated with each of the following
activities:

A Converting retired coal fired boiler to a biomass fired boiler
B Converting an existing combustion turbine unit to a combined cycle plant

C Maintaining existing capacity or retiring it and replacing with new capacity.

Under activities A and B, above, we will work with CWL to clarify the conversion projects under
evaluation, including their locations, current operating and contractual status, the technologies
under considerations, and their associated size, configuration, fuel sourcing and other key inputs
to a conversion project pro forma and technical performance assessment. We will utilize our
knowledge of generation technologies to develop cost estimates for conversion. We will work
with CWL to obtain information on the conditíon of the unit and determine the cost, capacity,
and efficiency values post- conversion. We will also review studies that CWL may have previously
performed or sponsored in developing cost estimates for conversion. lf screening suggests that
asset conversion ay be economic, we will include this as a supply option in our Aurora least cost
runs to determine the benefit streams available from the conversion. For item C, run an Aurora

case wíth and without existing capacity and its associated maintenance costs with upgrades to
determine whether to maintain operations or retire existing units and build new capacity as

needed to meet reserve margin or renewable portfolio targets. This will be performed as part of
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the long-term'capac¡ty expansion plan, which considers the suite of technology options available

including some of the retrof¡t options described above.

4. #e u*l*:p # r#s*{rrcr r"¡fiJir*fi*n pfu:n. frf*r:lify llie ulifiz*fi*r¡ *f ¡csc*rc*s *r¡d typ*s *f u*ifir
srJfrrrd fs n'ì*cl fi¡f*re ¡re*ds *ru*i *fJl*r f*cf*rs srf i¡'Ìf*r*sf l* p*runif ç¡'¡ u¡rdersr*:neff*g *f
cl,^ *^+-^+i*I {,dr]ü,-r.-¿rilr¡¿¡r-¡¡ ,¡-JltJr# ffs#ut(t rls#*s" ln får pJan irJe*lífy str*f*gí*s fh*l wùuld rrtfüf *r
*xm*ci ll¡e ¡rir¡¡inu¡T¡ ¡"8rlriå.r*i:l* rnrrgy *nd gmrnfur:rs* $fcs *r¡lissir:n r*quíre¡n*ruls

*"çf*fuJisfi*d hy fli* {ify *f {*lr¡¡:rfois. Sxi"srrng i;û{:ri is f*r' 15ùn rsne*¡*¡fuJ*"ç #f Ër*"çflri1 ä5ûrå

r*iì*wü*¡s"r *y Z#J-i; "T#% fuy Ì.üJ.*;***{ p*f*r':fi*lþ Tüü% ¡'*¡r*w¡:bJ$s i}f s*r?ir íufi¡r* sr¡f*
çr,ifi'¡i¡r ffue r¡exf 4ü ye Lrls. Ic¡k* i ¡ll,: ûr{¿}lr*l ¡*suJfs *f lfu* {iry *f f¿;ii¡nrþick {i¡¡t':*fe Ácli*¡-:

t:nd.4d*¡:rclian f3l¿¡* r{Jrf,*rrriy í* pr*-çr*s"s" f*rr*nrly *#*¡:l*d r*riru*níry wirCc gr**nh*¡,¡çs
g*s *rrrissior; rsd¿¡clions ievsis ir¡e; 35 T' by ä{J3$, B#Ìá i:y 2#5#, & TS*% *y åCr$ü. {urrentíy
ele clr¡c us* is cr*#if*# i¡¡ifft 451/c *f *¡vtissir:¡"1s.

As prevíously mentioned, we typically use renewable and GHG emission targets as minimum
constraints in our modeling efforts to ensure that all targets are achieved under any and all

future market scenarios. Hence, we first develop a least cost resource plan that will meet all

regulations and goals in a reference scenario. Then we will run the model again to determine a

least cost scenario under alternative market futures. This will help us define a set of portfolios
that can then be tested under all future scenarios.

A wide range of demand side and supply side alternatives will be screened and considered,

including all retrofit decisions and contract alternatives expressed above.

The resource portfolio plan can be a combination of centralized generation resources and

distributed energy resources. We can also force over-compliance to determine what the
incremental cost achieving greater renewable penetration or greater carbon reductions on the
City. These issues are also typically addressed in the Screening Analyses.

Decentralized (often local generation closer to load centers) generation resources are growing

in importance due to rapidly declining capital costs, concerns over resilience and customer
choice. Jurisdictions around the country are also evaluating distributed resources as an option
to meet theír energy and capacity needs. As part of this analysis, the Siemens team will revíew

the existing rooftop solar projects and the potential for increased penetration of rooftop
resources over time. The value of solar study described below will be utilized to assess the

economic potential of rooftop solar in CWL's service territory.

The team will analyze opportunities for energy storage to play a role, either in the def erment of
T&D expenses or serving as a resource for the utility to meet wholesale power such as energy,

capacity, and ancillary services. Storage is a form of DER when located in front of meter on the
distribution or behind the meter on customer premises. ln an integrated planning framework,

the value of storage must be assessed in a comprehensive manner to allow it to fairly compare

with centralized generation resources, or traditional transmission and distribution investments.
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For example, distribution connected storage iTay allow for peak demãnd reductions on the
distribution feeder or the distribution transformer and allow deferral or avoidance of traditional
"wire" solutions. This deferral has locational value which must be captured in the DER cost profile
prior to assessing DER with centralized resources in an lRP. This is particularly important for
storage (but also for other DER resources such as distribute solar) given scale effects and the
current capital costs for battery energy storage resources. As such, enabling multiple use cases

for storage is the key to the storage analysis. For this analysis, we will assess the value of storage

and other forms of DER from utility and customer applications prior to integrating with the
wholesale services analysis typically performed in an lRP.

Other forms of decentralized resources such as demand response can also play a role in
providing capacity services or supplying ancillary services such as contingency reserves.

5. {*r;*Jr.¡*f sr*siriuity sfL¡riics. Ëcc*¡nm**d s*nsitiviti*s, f* h¡: ex*,.*rin*d. lncJud* l*r:d gr*rufft.

r*sl; r*li*å¡ility cnd,'*sifí*rry, rer¡*wui:f* rx¡:*clcrli*:r'rs, ci;r¡:ct{s i-*g*ltili*:r":, crud *idr:¡:ii*i¡ *f
¡l*¡.,", l'srJ'¡¡:*l*qf*s sr.¡c,\ *"ç sls*tric vElirk cfu*;'çin-ç, i¡irr**ss# u"ç* af he*r plt¡rt¡:"ç, r:¡tri

i¡":cr**s*d {r¡sl*Jr}r¡'soJr"¡¡'utiii:*fi*¡; *s lnr:n#*t+iy sensiti vifir:s.

When we recommend sensitivities, we tend to focus on factors that are outside of CWL's control.
These related to load variability, renewable cost curves, future regulations and technology
changes. We generally characterize uncertainties in DER penetration, electric vehicle penetration

and heat pump use as uncertainties in load, we characterize new regulations as a separate

sensitivity and track reliability and resilience as outputs of how well portfolios perform under
each sensitivity.

Our approach is to first define scenarios that will be evaluated and determine a least cost
portfolio for each scenario, including the reference scenario. The least cost portfolio for each

scenario will be among the portfolios considered for the risk analysis. lf there are specific

individual sensitivities to a single factor such as EV penetration, or Heat Pumps, they can be

performed as well. Once a complete list of portfolio options are selected, we then test how they
perform agaínst all futures to see which portfolio performs consistently best against all futures.

Sisk Assessrnent Sensitivity and Scenario üepictian

Factors such as capital costs, fuel costs, interest rates, and load are inherently uncertain. They

combine to produce a broad range of possible outcomes for a utility. Much of the implications
of uncertainty are not captured by varying one isolated factor (like oil or gas prices). Rather,

cases must be constructed that reflect the widest plausible range of these factors to test to assess

whether if the best portfolio performs consistently well across a range of possible outcomes

dictated by different views of the future. The arbitrary selection of a low and high (often taking
a single variable that includes + or - 5%) case is often misleading and uninformative of the
collective uncertainties and risks of the factors that should be driving the choice of portfolios.

For this reason, Siemens proposes the following risk assessment approach.
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Siemens proposes to construct a limited number of "states of the world" scenar¡os that will place

reasonable bounds on uncertainty in several key variables. The process that we have developed

for these Scenarios is described in Appendix B (Marketlink). These scenarios can be technology
based, regulatory based or market based future states of the world (or combinations of these

factors). Given that the City is more likely to be driven by technology and economic growth, we
recommend seven scenarios (orstates of theworld) in addition to a base case. The seven might
be selected from the following list (or others the City selects as important):

. Baseline or Reference case

. Rapid technology advance case (lower cost faster for renewables, DER, EV and Battery)

. High future regulatory/low economy case (e.9. high carbon, fracking, low oil and gas prices

etc.)
o Low future regulatory/high economy case (e.9. low or no carbon costs, higher oil and gas

prices)
. Forced adoption of hígh rates of DER and EV

. Forced adoption of high rates of renewables and storage
r An EE/DSM/DR sensitivity reflecting more Heat Pumps or Changes to Requirements

As part of the assumptions' development process, Siemens and the City will collaborate to
determine the risk factors that will be evaluated for the IRP for each of the futures plus the base

case. Siemens will then develop future values for each of the variables below for each future.

. Regional load

. Delivered coal and natural gas prices

. Power market prices (as an outcome of power dispatch analysís)

. Emission prices

. Capital costs for each technology

Because Siemens performs these sensitivities for a wide range of utilities across the country, the
inputs are based on well-structured and tested solutions. For example, a high regulatory scenario

might have lower load, more coal retirements, more renewables and lower gas usage that the
reference forecast.

6. Êel'i*io¡ c#rrr¡lr dsnl*¡r# çirje rerJi.¡ctic¡r Ëro-çrfir"r"{ {*c*ç*rJ #n ç-i.¡i¡'c¡rf p*r'tic.ipari*n.
p*rriici¡r*fi*l p*f*rulir:I, c*s{s *¡rd re¡s*lfs ¿:f lJ¡* ñr{J¡¡r{ìrî¡s. i}slerr¡r¡ins lil* *ppr*pri*l*n*ss cf
*risfi*E #*mc¡*d crrd eri*rgy ¡'*#ucti¿:n Sr*#r#i??s c¡¡¡d ¡::*ke ltrf,srT'rnl*¡Td*lir:ns rcg*rdi*g rfi*
**,rri¡t*r¡fi*n *f lJ'¡*s* ¡ïr*glrír'is. *e fer*rins tfoe impo*f f* *xi"sfinç pr*ür#ffis r"fx* rc **¡r¡e¡if
r*,.ri {,r{r;r1r {f/}?¿r ¡xyr¡.J fa¡{¿¡¿vi c{:friri¿r,f¡rrJ ri.,f iuitj )t$¿t: {ri¡u ¿q:ur"iu¡ tr¡¿,u¡cfJl'v sl*r';#c¡l'ri-t, ¡eJ,)ell*s. #r l{.*x çr*cJils lleccl¡rtrn#rtd *rìy
r"lsr{¡ ¡)r$_Çrixìrs {Jr fechncJ*çi*.ç fhut lv*¡¡ld i¡x¡'**-çs the *ffecfii¡sn*ss *f d*¡r'¡s*# "sídE *r$

. -*-.j..^ó:^^ ^-^til ; U,l yj1 I tj{,i{JL riU¡ í ¡J¡ UY r {JJ ¡ r 5.

Siemens will undertake two steps to the evaluation of DSM programs. First, we will evaluate the
effectiveness of existing programs and whether adjustments are needed based on economic or
expected penetration rates. Second, we will address any changes required in the load
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forecasting process described above, änd potentially including spatial load forecasting
methodologies in order to establish the requisite baseline granularity on which to base DSM

benchmark performance results, and on how to measure and evaluate program success on an

ongoing measurement and verification ("M&V") basis. We will develop baseline load forecasts

and then make adjustments to the baseline load forecasts based on our analysis of expected
growth in energy efficiency and demand response programs.

Siemens will determine viable energy efficiency, DSM and DR measures for CWL based on past

program experience. ln addition, we will identify opportunities to meet future DSM program

targets and associated cost-effective program methods to be deployed. lf there are no specific

targets embedded in CWL's programs, we will evaluate the programs based on select economíc

criteria (e.9. RIM or other benefit/cost tests). Once the programs are identified, we will develop

annual estimates for energy savings and demand reductions resulting from the portfolio of
measures over the 2}-year horizon of the lRP. Finally, we will estimate the utility costs for
administration and alternative incentives to be applied in implementing the alternative DSM

measures.

7. ðv*Jr;c¡{* f** ¡:ol*ntir:J lcr *xpcr:d*rf ,";s* +f prru*l*: r:**l p*i:iic rt'¡s{rii:r¡l*d g*ricr*fi*n *rud

stûr{}Se f* r*¡tl;ihufe f* li:s {iru*rqy çi,.cl cer¡":*cify r*q*ír*r¡refifs af th* fity *f r-*iu¡nlria.
*xct¡v¡i¡t* ffor *ff*ctiv#nsss **n r:p¡tr*prir:ieness cf disf¡i*ufcd *r:*rgy r{?s*t¡r{#s sLrcfo *s. b¿,¡f

n*l li¡*iferJ lr:, **igilf":r:rl¡¿:*d rt¡ld ¡*çfl*,¡: sclc¡r #írûys, sil*rgy si*rexç*, **# i¡¡¿ii¡sfri*f
rusfo¡ïflr rJ+irei *f ion Ío r:i¡rfc:¡l srrsr#y *nrJ i:*pi:r:ity req*íre,rlsnf.ç.

Siemens will identify the expected levels of growth in distributed energy resources including
distributed generation resources such as solar and combined heat and power as well as storage.
We will assess the penetration of DER, both from the City's perspective and from the customer's
perspective, recognizing that penetration levels are based on both costs, from a grid

accommodation cost (utility) perspective, and for others it will be based on value (i.e., customer
perspective). The benefit stream must be evaluated relative to the Cost of Solar, which can be

uncertain, but with the application of accepted methods for calculating costs, can results in
informed levels of projected penetration relative to customer value estimations, which are based

on avoíded (rate) costs and environmental benefits monetized to renewable energyvalue.

Alternative cost and benefit cases will be evaluated as sensitivities in the Reference Case load

forecast which can be considered in scenarios that vary load forecasts. Siemens will identify the
expected levels of distributed energy resource penetration and we will develop different growth

trajectories as part of the sensitivity analysis performed in Task 5. As discussed above, if DER is

assumed to be cost-based, then penetration projections can be evaluated as a supply resource,

such analysis is best combined with a customer value assessment with penetration driven by

and valued against its load reductíon, and avoided tariff cost value stream. We will confirm the
proposed methodologies for both cost and value-stream creation in the kickoff meeting,
highlighting the methodology set forth in Task 9.
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*f r*r¡*lv*SJ* *nrrg;ur i¡r SPP #n{i MJSû^

Siemens will evaluate the availability of renewable energy in SPP and MISO and the comparative
costs and transmission path alternatives. This analysis will inform the issue of whether CWL is

advised to remain in MISO, and if renewable resources are available in sufficient quantity and at

lower delivered costs form SPP. Both regions are seeing significant penetration of wind

resources, but the regions differ in the depth of resource availability, new builds and existing

capacity available for contracting or ownership, and their associated transmission costs and

applicable allocation rules. The wind resource mix can affect the pricing associated with any

renewable contracts that CWL might enter to satisfy both cost and environmental objectives. We

will focus on the availability and cost of acquiring resources from both regions and utilize this
analysis as inputs to the supply options screening analysis. lf a more detailed assessment of
joining SPP is required, we will assess the full range of costs and benefits associated with SPP

membership both absolutely and relative to MISO membership as an optional task.

9. f,*n¿J¡"¡cf *: y*l** *f "çr:i*r:;frrdy. Sy*l*¡:îe h*w üít5;*f {"*Jr.¡¡r'rÍ:i* {ì{J.çf*íTl#¡ç J:*¡l*fif fx:¡'¡r lJ'¡*

prr:Jiferc:ti*¡; ¿:f rucf ¡n*le¡*# s*i*r fnci**ing ll¡e sr¡J¿:r ir¡c*¡rfiv* llt{}çt{trr} {i}$ls and

*rca *nfir;ç f*r *:r ii {¿}s¡.ç, fu e¡r *fíls, E.¡ ¡t *f oËjJs ¡'lu ¡t if ies ir'¡ r¡r:l'¡sd.

Siemens will conduct a value of solar study that assess the value and costs of solar to the CWL

utility customer and to CWL. Our analysis will consider:

For the value to CWL:

1. Hnergy savings: The value of producing a kWh of electricity, the marginal energy costs are

based on market prices or fuel savings. (Energy savings are adjusted for potential system

losses).

2. Net enerEy rneter ccsts: The value of energy savings could be reduced for any revenue

shortfall associated with customer rate for their backflow of net energy metered versus the
marginal cost of that energy to CWL. Siemens will conduct a high-level assessment of the
marginal cost to CWL versus the marginal rate benefit to customer under CWL's current net
metering tariffs.

3. Generation capacity savings: The value of the distributed solar capacity, if any, that may

be available to CWL based on current market rules in M|SO.

4. Environmental benefits: Reflect the savings from the reductions in carbon that occurs with
solar distributed generation units. Currently this is not a direct cost to the utility and will not
be considered in this analysis unless requested.

Other factors that may increase or decrease the value including: lmpacts on distríbution and sub-

transmission facilities, reliability and additional costs related to utility installed batteries.
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For CWL customer:

1. The Hnergy savings: The value of producing a kWh of electricity from their distributed solar
system versus purchasing the energy from CWL.

2. Net Energy Metering B*nefit: The value of CWL's tariff to customers. The incremental value
of Net Energy Metering to customer will be assessed to compare it to a distributed solar

installation that did not benefit from Net Energy Metering. The analysis will assess the value
of lost energy for any backflow that might flow from the customer distributed solar system

to CWL during periods when the solar production exceeds the customer use. Since customer
will tend to install small capacity distr¡buted solar systems when no net metering is available,

Siemens will also assess the lost value to the customer of installing a smaller system, with
lower overall energy production, to minimize excess energy that would have no value to
customers without either net energy metering or onsite storage.

Siemens will develop the value of solar analysis above based primarily on the data from the CWL

system modeling and DER analysis in the prior Part I tasks.
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Pært IT - Mast*r Fla.n

Siemens proposes to utilize the approach and methodologies described below to complete the

Tasks identified in the Part ll Master Plan section of the CWL RFP. As with the Part I IRP Tasks,

Siemens plans to integrate the activities and analysis of the Part land Part ll Tasks where

p ra ctica l.

1. #st*i¡¡r¡¡ts ffu* k:c¡cf s*rv;re; *fuifily *f gfur {ilVi- s*rv¡c* ftrril*ry. {ç*dur.t *x sp*fi*f l**d
fn¡ec*,çf i* *ele¡¡'ni,"l* rfor l**slíre<J lc*d ssryfuq $ililiry f*r v*¡ri*xs J*c*li*¡'i"ç r'v¡lfui¡r ffi* {"iry
*f t¡:JL¡¿nf:i* disf¡íi:L¡fi*n s*ryíce *rcr¡" lak* i*l* *cc*r¡*{ p*l**fi*l çlcwff:, rurf*irnJopmenI,

*nd ***rgy *fflri*ncy fn:¡.:r*v*nrelrfs, Å]ri'l*r* s*J*r ü{î¡?frsf,ÕJr, *fhct p¡il¡c,¡f* cJisl¡-if¡i¡fc#

g*n*rafi*n" *nd pr*lif*r*ff*¡r *f ¡r*;tv fsrhn*J*üf*s -ç¡.¡*l'¡ #"ç #il$rüy sf*í#_ç# *¡rd cl*rfric
ve fuic/* cfte;iginr¡ sls¡li*¡¡s l,t i¡âü c*r:d**fi*g rhs J**:d mr*c*sl"

Siemens will develop a spatially differentiated load forecast of the CWL system that will align

with the Part l, Task 1 system load forecast, the customer level DER forecasts, the CWL DSM

programs and the distribution network load carry ability.

The spatial load assessment will address both location - based load displacement and

electrification - based load enhancement alternatives using a robust GIS-based system planning

and simulation software package (e.9., CYME, SINCAL) The spatial load analysis will produce an

informed location - based buildup of forecasted load and DER penetration at the feeder level,

using either CWL's CYMEDIST network model, with which Siemens has application experience,

or utilizing the Siemens SINCAL software as either the primary software, or as a calibration and

parallel analysis consístency check on CYME- based analysis.

This Task i requires a functioning CWL distribution network model, that accurately depicts the

current assets and configuration. Siemens understands that the current CYMEDIST model

developed by a third party consultant is now out of date and will need to be updated to reflect

changes and additions to the distribution network. Without reviewing the existing Gl5 system

data and the CYMEDIST model and knowing the extent of changes to the system since the

CYMEDIST model was completed, Siemens cannot develop a precise estimate of the level of

effort that will be needed to update the model. Therefore, Siemens has included in its estimate

for this Task and assumption that 20olo of the CWL feeders have undergone changes or additions

that will require an update to tlre feeder representation in CYMEDIST model in developing our

cost estimates for this task, we have also assumed that data in the GIS system is accurate and

reflects the current CWL system. Should Siemens or CWL determine that more that 200/o of the

feeders will requíre updates in the CYMEDIST model, or that the data in the GIS system in not

current, Siemens will revise its estimate for updating the distribution network model, possibly

with field work and review of as built drawings and submit a revised estimate to CWL review and

approval. lt is assumed the CWL will be able to identify where system additions were made and

the models are outdated, rather than having to compare all the 60 feeders with the GIS maps.
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The pioposed "bottom-up" distlibution system - based Spatial load analysis will be integrated
with the top-down system-wide peak load and energy forecast developed in aggregate and by

customer class under Part l, Task 1. The disaggregation of coincident peak loads by locations
within the CWL distribution area will be accomplished via a spatial load forecasting method,
described below.

The Siemens spatial load forecast used the customer class level load system forecast described
in Part l, Task 1, analysis of the distribution system and geospatial information to create a

forecast by substation, feeder and line transformer.

The approach to spatial load forecasting will include the followíng steps:

1. Update the distribution network model to reflect the current assets, configuration and loads.

2. Produce a geographic map with by land-use zone and distribution overlaid on the
distribution network model

3. Develop Cell Level Load Forecast for the Geospatial Map

4. Reconcile Cell Loads with System Level Loads

5. Allocate DG forecast
6. Substation assessment to host the forecasted loads and DER and identification of potential

solutions.

The Option 1 spatial load forecast will be based on the following assumptions

a. The spatial load forecastwill be developed for 5, 10 and 2Oyear horizons. The forecast
will provide greater detail for 5 years 10 years, which are required for the detaíled

transmission and dístribution planning. The 20 year forecast will be provided based

largely on extrapolation of the 10 year results.

b. The aggregated system-level load forecast by customer class wíll be completed with the
Part l, Task 1 scope, including the load profile, peak demand and energy as well as its
allocation by existing feeders and hence substations.

c. All the required information to revise the distribution network model is available in GIS maps

that can be imported ínto CYMEDIST or PSS@SINCAL. Siemens has assumed the CWL staff will
be able to identifywhere system additions were made and the CYMEDIST models are outdated,
rather Siemens having to compare all the 60 feeders with the GIS maps. Further, the estimate

for this task assumes that a maximum of 2úo/o of the feeders will require update.

d. The spatial load forecast will be used to create up to 3 demand snapshots for the load

flow analysis to be carried out in detail for 5 years out and 10 years out. These demand
conditions are expected to include: i) peak load night-time conditions and no

contribution of PV, which represent peak inflows to the feeder and minimum voltages,

ii) minimum load condition and maximum contribution of PV, which would represent
maximum outflow and higher voltages, and iii) a work-day daytime mid load, with
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average PV'generation that can be used to assess maximum'charging to storage. The

selected snapshots to study will be mutually selected by CWL and Siemens.

e. We understand that there are currently I transmission to distribution substations

supplying 60 feeders and the spatial load forecast will be centered on the areas covered

by these feeders and the immediate areas where new load can appear.

f . The CYME models need to be updated and allthe required information is available in GIS maps

that can be imported into CYME or PSSoSINCAL. The budget for this activity is tentative as no

information on the level of work required of the update is available, as indicated above.

1". Update Distribution Network Model

Siemens' approach to spatial load forecasting for CWL will begin with updating the CWL

distribution network model developed by a third party consultant a number of years ago. We

understand the model had not been kept current and does not include the changes and additions

that CWL has made since the analysis was completed. As indicated earlier, our update assumes

that the GIS data is correct and can be used to update the model.

To update the model, Siemens will first review the existing model to assess how the 3'u party

has constructed the model, its existing detail and its ability to converge on a load flow solution.

The ability to converge on a load flow solution provides preliminary indication that it is a

functioning model with all the required electrical continuity.

Following the review of the model, Siemens will work with CWL staff to identífy the feeders that
have undergone changes since the last distribution network model update, and import the

updated GIS data into the model, which is expected to reflect as-built conditions. No field review

is considered at this time, however a cursory review of the changes implemented (e.9.

reconductoring) will be made.

The model will be revalidated using load flows to ensure continuity and reasonableness of
res u lts.

Z. Frcduce a Geographic Map

After updating the model, Siemens will define and identify land-use zone types and locatíons to
be used as input to the spatial load forecast. We will work with CWL staff to define the types of
land-use zones which describe the CWL customer mix and developrnerrt potential. The zone

data will be summarized on a geospatial map, similar to the Exhibit 1 below, that will enable the
data to be overlaid on the distribution network model.
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Exhibit 1: lllustrative Gecispatial Grid Map

.* :- :

3. flevelo¡: Cell l.eveE l..oad ïJata for the Gecs¡ratiaå Map

The Geospatial Map is then divided into small areas, or cells, within each zone. Each cell will
contain characteristics on the current load, transformer load, feeder capacity and the future load
(per our forecast methodology, below). The area dimensions will be logically specified to
represent a group of line transformers, and connecting feeder levels, subject to the availability
of grid operating and load data granularity. The actual load is calculated as the sum of the load

of all transformers inside each small area. These values are used as starting point to establish

the local grid saturation factor, i.e., the grid load relative to the load when the cell is f ully built
out (Saturation or Maximum Load). The geospatial map will also include: street names, parcels

(if we have the meter coordinates), zoning from city planners (colored areas), distribution lines
with their transformers, switches and normal positions indicated, as well as capacitor, voltage
regulators, conductor sizes and type, substations and reclosers and any SCADA equipment
(dynamic switches) on the distribution qrid indicated.

4. I{eq:onr:ile Ceåi Lc¡¿eds rvitår Syst*m ã,evel L¿¡ads

The bottoms-up substation and feeder level historical load profile provided by CWL are used to
populate the distribution system model inputs and geospatial map. These load will be rolled up
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fromthefeederleveltothezonal level'andreconciledwith thePartl,Taskl systemlevel'load
forecast.

Using the cell-level map, we relate the area of each zone to the grid via an Excel file that sums

the location-based load measurements and establishes a forecast basis at the cell level, rolled

up to the zone level for the entire cíty.

Each zone in the map has a color represents a zone by type (e.9., residential, commercial, etc.).

The Saturation Factor can then be calculated by evaluating the load divided by the area's

Saturation Load. We then sum all the cells to see how far the total values are from the total
forecasted substation loads, and after applying this procedure several times, forecasted

Saturation Factors are developed to derive feeder and location based projected load. The

Saturation Factors forecast process first increases the load at cells where there is existing electric

infrastructure and then extends to empty cells (i.e. cells where there is not currently any load)

and where growth can occur.

Key aspects considered for the saturation factor forecast include:

1 . Areas that city planner expects to be developed

2. Areas with construction permits

3. Areas closer to already used land

4. Areas closer to highways, streets or other transportation facility
5. Areas closer to job locations and growth
6. Areas near commercial centers and shopping malls

When a saturation factor for a f uture term is entered, the total load of all cells are summed again

and compared with the values computed from the top-down model customer class forecast,

with the process iterated until a close match is found to the load calculated from the top-down
method.

At the end of this process a load forecast for each cell covering the gríd is available and it is

allocated (on a preliminary basis) to existing distribution transformers inside the grid or to
"equivalent" transformers for those cells where there are no existing transformers. Exhibit 2
below shows a typical graph used to report the load growth observed by distribution
transformers (over 90,000 transformers in this city).
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Exhibit 2: lllustrativê Growth Report
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The forecast by transformer will represenÇ a) expected load at the time of the feeder peak, b)

expected load at the time of feeder light load conditions, c) expected load at the time of system
peak (to ídentify coincidence factor) and d) intermediate load conditions to be selected.

5. Allocate ÐG Fcrecast

The forecasted expected adoption of distributed generation by customer class and as a result of
its own initiatives is spatially allocated in this phase considering the customers geographical
location and type; e.g. large PV arrays tend to be correlated with commerc¡al customers, whose
location is known from the forecast. Other initiatives like demand response or storage are

considered to be sponsored by the utility and its location is identified in the analysis below.

6. Assessment of Suhstation Ahility to l{ost Forecasted Load and DER and
Identificatåon of Solutions

After the forecast by distribution transformer of load and DER and hence at the feeder level, the
expected load to be served by the existing substations can be determined for the planning
horizons 5, 10 and 20 years out and the need for reconfiguration and new substations assessed.

However, before starting to configure the substation areas, we determine the optimal distance
from a substation from which a load can be served (optimal coverage area) based on:

. Distribution feeder's nominal voltage

. Load Density

. Feeder conductor size
o Substation standard diagrams, number of feeder per transformer and standard HV/MV

transformer size
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We will then assess for each substation based on the current coverage area, the expected total
peak load for each substation (consídering a coincidence factor) and compare it with the
installed transformation capacity and the coverage area will be compared with the optimal

values determined in the step above.

This analysis will provide a view of the substations that require either transformer capacity

expansion or redefinition of their coverage areas and the timeframes. For those cases that
redefinition of coverage areas is necessary to avoid over-extension, we will assess transferring

load to adjacent substations or to a new substations. For the location of new substations, we

will start from the location of the load centers of the future coverage areas and working with
CWL to identify a likely location of the substation based on land availability and location of
existing transmission lines.

At the end of this analysis the coverage areas of each of the substations in CWL territory, as

well as the proposed location of new substations, will be defined. For each of these substations

and timeframes, the expected peak load, light load (including DG impacts) and intermediate

load conditions will be provided. Note that the recommended coverage areas and

transformation capacity may be adjusted as a result of the transmission study, Task 4, and

distribution study, Task 5.

The resulting deliverables of this task will include:

1. Data files gathered
2. Combined city map and the network map
3. Zone load index for each zone and cell

4. Excel Spread sheet with cell level data on land use, the cell Saturation Factor

5. Forecasts by substation, feeder and distribution transformer
6. Center of load coordinates, HV/MV transformation capacity and suggested substation

load service coverage in map form for new and exístíng substations
7. Conclusion and recommendations

2. $st*rrui,''¡il t'*e *ppr*pricls¡'¡*"ç-s *f *"s¡¡r# fu*ft*r'y sl*r*g*, r;rility pr*vid*rJ s*J*r, #r *fllfi¡'
dislrif;i.¡l*# ge**r*fir:r: eis *plro,'rs f*¡ s*¡r¡¡¡'rg l**cxf J**¡J scrvirug crl:ifity ¡.¡s*ds. f¡t¿lti¡ie lìüþ¡

iir*srl u¡;rir:¡rs c*uJri S* us*d fr: ¡:reifong i¡rvcsf¡rio¡rfs i¡: tJt* disfrihufir:rT sy$ftff"

The traditional solution to address distribution reliability problem such as thermal overload,

system losses, or a voltage issue is to replace conductors or substation equipment such as

transformers. However, non-wire alternatives (NWA) such as battery energy storage, Demand

response, distributed generation (behind the meter or distribution connected) can play an

important role in addressing the reliability issue.

We propose to center our analysis in the use of storage to address distribution reliability needs

as discussed below under distribution system study, Task 5.
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3. fi*virw *xisfi*# {l#l så*nd#rds f*r sys'fríli r*liexbilily. ív4ak* rrËûrunlrr}d*fi*ns l* tn*dify fft*
Ciþ *f {r:J*r¡":fuicx *fmf ric üfigirlreriil I} slüt}tl{}trfs i:y lakirg irzl* tssrysur}f *c*r}#rilir r,'i*fuiliþ
cil"çfi),ï1#r s#fi.çfoífi*r), ü{1d f:r,rt pr**fíces *f t** el*rlrir. L,l¡Jify indi;.sfry. ¡}Ef*rnri¡:* lfu* ¡"i"çfoç

*ss*c¡*f*d wi¡il rl':E sf#¡l##r#'s. f}r:ci.¡¡n*¡lf ff.¡¿: sf¿:,"rd*rds in sr¡ri; * ril{Tnr}#r f**f lfi*y **r'¡ fo*

irn¡:ic*ren{ed rs *t¡ *f{iti*i {ity rst {r:iuff$i¿T p#¡i{ir. JTeccnrn'¡*;id * pr*c*ss in wj:icjr
:f*¡irJ*rds *¡p revi*wsd snd r;pdr:t*#" l]*c*ment r¡rs ffftrf, f¿.¡¡':rlí*n ryp*s f*r whi*Jr tfu* {ify
*f {*luirbia is regisi*¡*rJ. ilv*iirr:Íe tire uppys¡sriatsi}*ss *f **cir *f tfu*ss r*çislrcxfi*¡rs.

Siemens views this Task 3 as having three distinct elements:

1 . Review and make recommendations as appropriate to CWL planning and reliability standards
2. Review and make recommendations as appropriate to CWL engineering standards and a

recommend a process for their continued review and updates
3. Document CWL existing NERC function type registration and the assess the appropriateness

each for CWL operations.

Siemens approach to each of the elements is described below:

1. Review tWL Planning and Reliability Standards. Siemens will review existing the existing
CWL planning and reliability standards in conjunction with its assessment of the T&D system

expansíon requirements. As part of our work to determine recommended T&D expansion
recommendation, we will discuss with CWL staff the historical system performance, outage
history and the existing standards. The standards will then be reviewed taking into account
best practíces, performance history, system design, and peer reliability metrics. The

standards will be revised to reflect the level of grid performance targets and expectations
given City targets.

2. Review CWL Hngineering Standards. Siemens will begin this portíon of the task with a

prelimínary review of the existing CWL Engineering Standards. This preliminary review will
provide Siemens an understanding of the number of existing standards, their scope and

relatíve completeness and quality. Following this prelimínary review, Siemens will discuss

the standards with experienced CWL staff from the engineering, construction and operations
and maintenance to seek input on how the existing standards are being applied, their
appropriateness and effectiveness for the CWL system. We will also solicit from the CWL staff
information on any known or emerging changes to the system or state or Lity requirements
that might require new or revised standards (e.9., revísed DER interconnection standards

that require smart inverters with the capability of remote changes to power factor, or voltage
and frequency cutoff settings). Siemens will then revise the exísting standards and create
new standards where appropriate for CWL revíew. The revisions and any new standards,
recommended by Siemens will take into account economic viabílity, customer satisfaction,
and best practices of the electric utility industry. With the standards, Siemens will also create

a recommended process for their periodic review and update, which will also be presented

to CWL for review. Once CWL comments are received to the recommended standards and
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'update process, Siemens will prepare a final version of each for approval and implementation
by the City.

Note that because Siemens was unable to review the existing standards or discuss the CWL

needs with the CWL staff, our budget for this work is necessarily a preliminary estimate and

represents our estimate of a minimum budget for this effort. After we have completed our
review of the existing standards and discussed the standards with the CWL staff, we will
either confirm that the preliminary budget is sufficíent to complete the work or submit a

revised adjustment to the budget for CWL review and approval.

3. Evaluate NËRC Registration. Siemens will review the existing CWL NERC function type
registrations. We will review the appropriateness of each registration and recommend

changes as needed.

4. A¡l*k* r*r*r;lrr{Ì**'*fi*¡rs mg*rding lir* r:xp*;ns¡*¡'l *f rfur {ilv *f {*iu*t*i¿: tr*¡lsn:issi*n
sysf**r. S*co;r¡:r*nd¿¡li*ns *¡r:sf f*ks i¡'rfi: ¿:cro*¡rf es{r¡i:lisfued fuËË{ ¿:nrJ *ifu*r r*guk:fory
sf*rtrJ¿:rds, r"eqLrir*r*c*fs *f lfi* å.'fl5$ JSS ¿¡¡rd *sfr¡fufishr# *¡ n':*difi*d fll4rl sf*ndr:rds f*r
:.,ysl*rn r*iirxfufJity" f,y*i¿;¿:lr t#l's lr*¡¡s¡¡¡issir:n syslem *:s * AdiS# ¡nsrüi¡sr *:*rdrring SFP *nd
ÅS{-l r*rritu:iie,ç r¡nd rJ*ferruins ¡\*w tfo*r *ffncrs r*_çr-rl*fr:ry r*quri"*nr*:rr"ç^ Åddress lfu* ¡:sn¿i.ç

of lhe f¡'*rlsnrissi*¡r i*vrJ i*f*:r**r;**{li#r'}s wifll ths {Jr;iurrsify *f Ådis"r*urí *nd {ily *f FuJto,"r

r,vl¡*¡r m*hi*g fl¡e rerr:mm *r¡d*ti*r:s.

The goal of Task 4 is to make recommendations regarding the expansion of the City of Columbia

transmission system considering, historical performance, forecasted loads and supply, NERC and

other regulatory standards, MISO requirements, and CWL standards for system reliability.

Siemens PTI will evaluate the adequacy and limitations of the CWL transmission system to supply

the existing and new substation projected load growth, fully reflecting spatial load growth,
battery applications and distributed generation. Staring from the substations and load identified
in the prior tasks, the main objectives of this task is:

1 . ldentify need for new or upgraded interconnecting lines to maintain reliability over the near-

term transmission planning horizon (years 1 to 5) and long-term transmission planning

horizon (years 6 to 10), fully ínformed by the IRP's generation, load and contract source -
sink assessment to meet projected transmission capacity requirements.

2. For an analysis beyond 10 years the availability of adequate MISO leveltransmission models

may be limited, however we propose extrapolating the analysis above, to 20 years out, by

increasing the CWL loads and evaluatíng impacts on the system and recommended

reínforcements.

3. ldentify the extent that additional storage (to that Ídentífied by the analysis of the
distribution system) can help mitígate the need for transmission expansions.
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Major steps in this analysis are descrlbed below

1. System Model Update. Update the transmission system models used by CWL for NERC TPL

compliance using the load forecast from Master Plan, Part ll, Task 1 . The transmission models
íncludes 161 kV and 69 kV lines and substations with loads represented at the 161 kV and

69 kV substations. Transmission system will be assessed out using the MTEP transmission
models and for one critical dispatch (e.9. summer peak) and up to two alternative
generating resource portfolios, resulting from Part ltasks, including utility scale and DER.

The analysis will be centered on Area 333 (CWLD) 161 kV and 69 kV system with a total of 4
cases.

2. Lcng-term Ferformance Evaluatian. Evaluate CWL transmission system performance in

year 10 of the planning horizon to identify any overloads or voltage issues. ldentify
reinforcements needed to resolve any reliability issues and address the needs of the
transmission level interconnections with the University of Missouri and the City of Fulton.
Perform a final contingency analysis to verify compliance with reliability criteria. This will
create a vision on howthe system should look in year 10 of the planning horizon.

3. Staçing of lnvestments. ln this task we will evaluate transmission system performance in

years 1 through 5 to identify any overloads or voltage issues and select the in service dates
of the year 1 0 reinforcements that will address them. The candidate long-term investment(s)
to solve the issues found are implemented in the model to verify their effectiveness. This
procedure is repeated until no problems are found in years 1 through 5 and establishes the
required in-service date for the investment(s). This analysis may identify some local
overloads that do not merit advancement of any of the long-term investments. ln this
eventuality temporary solutions will be proposed.

4. Design Long-term Transmission System. lf a need for new substations or new transmission
lines are identified in the prior tasks, this task will identify the final recommended location
for the substations, and for new transmission lines, the proposed route, length and

conductor.

5. fuT¡:k* r"*{sri1:ïeild*fi*¡ls r*ç*rding fhr rxp*nsi*n *f lJ:* {ig *f Ccii¡¡:r*¡* *isfrij:*ii*¡'¡
sylfcrr:. Ësr*¡n¡n*l:d*lic¡:s nr*sf f*ft* i¡¡f* c¡***¿¡r;f *xisrinç ilr rnacfified sT*ndr¡r*s f*r sysÍ*m
i'¡rli¡rlrif irt¡ Tnl¡: infA üffür,,rjl Èhs j*csii¿*d _çr*wffo cf fÍ:s sy"lfsm i:il C*f*r,ry:i¡:e

isc*rrlinûncfç¡iir:r¡s r*i¡*r*i*g j"¡*t¡t¡ i* Ë¡*vi¿i* *rrf*r¡**ft: **p*:cily f*r lfu¿:f gr*:wt,*.

The Task 1 spatial load forecast and initial assessment of existing and new substation coverage
areas will provide an informed framework to evaluating dístribution system expansion
requirements.

ln performing the distribution grid expansion assessment, the Siemens team will first review the
any distribution system studies conducted by CWL or its advisors. This will serve as a baseline of
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information for historical reliability issues on thesystem. We will review th'e assumptions made

in CWL's pr¡or analysis, as well as the tools and methodologies deployed.

Siemens will perform a detailed distribution analysis utilizing CYME as applied by CWL and, with
CWL's approval, Siemens'proprietary distribution planning tool PSSoSINCAL. This integrated T&D

modeling system will utilize the feeder level load and DG forecast to determine when and where
voltage and thermal víolations are likely to appear.

The analysis will start by mapping the expected load growth and DG forecast to the existing
distribution transformers in the model and to equivalent transformers in "empty" cells that will
be initially connected to the closest feeder. Next, the information on new substations and

existing substations coverage areas will be used to define the connection of the feeders to supply
(substations) points.

A load flow study will be carried out for up to 3 conditions at both 5 years and 10 years out. The

three conditions are expected to include: i) peak load conditions / no contribution of PV, ii)

minimum load condition / maximum contribution of PV, and iii) a selected intermediate
condition that may include work-day daytime load, with average PV and maximum charging to
storage.

The load flow will be carried out for normal and emergency switching conditions and voltage
and thermal overloads identífied; for example, high voltage violations are expected during light
load high PV production, while thermal issues are expected for peak load with no PV production.

Solutions for the issues identified will be proposed, including traditional wired solutions or non-
wires alternatives including battery energy storage that can be owned or sponsored by CWL.

As indicate above, the feeder analysis will be carried out for 5 years out and 10 years out, to
identify short and medium term investments. The 10 year forecast complements the substation
analysis (see above tasks) and is focused on new feeders and any need to increase capacity of
existing feeders (e.g. reconductoring of mainlines, uoitug" regulation and storage), the 5 year

out adds to the analysis details on the balance of the system; e.g. laterals and informs
investment priorities for the first 5 years.

The results of the assessment can then be utilized to develop a short to medium term distribution
investment plan. For the long term (20 years out), a top down extrapolation of future
investments can be produced based for example on expected capital expenditure per new
customer.
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6. ft¿rvi*r¡"'ti:c c*pirex/ Ërûjrrfs r$rr*nlly f*r*r*sl*d *s';¿ t|t/L" #r:# rjrlûrr¡i int: i{ they r:ltr:: ín lc**pi**¡
v¡it* tir* r#{#r}lrï#r}dotiçr¡s ssl*bJish*d fuy lfue m#str{ pk:rl. i#**{ífy pr*j*cls ll'¡*l rn*y i:*
rJrln#{:*"ç"ç{rry. ldr:nti{y pr*jects rhrst. miçltt J:c ccnsid*rnd f* n'}#*l *"çrr"¡*Ji"çh*¿i

J'e c#J?'Ì*'rûndr¡lí*ns. #cl*¡¡*í¡rc rfr* prr*ritirsfi*n *f tn*:ss pr*¡*rfs.

Following the completion of the prior Part I and Part ll Tasks 1 through 5, and informed by their
results, Siemens will review the CWL generation, transmission and distribution capital plans and

any supporting analysis or justification produced by CWL or third party. Based on this review

Siemens will provide recommendations for appropriate revisíons or additions. Our analysis will
address any identified opportunities to defer or displace, or defer generation, transmission or

distribution investments with cost effective DER solutions.

7. ,t*l'isl¡¡ li¡* c*sfs *r¡d be*elfls r:f crd*lplr:lir:n ¿rf ,4ÅdJ in*f*ring r:r *lJ:*r "srn*ri*gli*f"
rErJlnt:lcr¡iss.

Siemens team will begin this task with a review of any prior cost/benefit analysis the City has

already conducted. lf such studies are not available, the Siemens team can perform an

independent cost-benefit analysis. Siemens is one of the leaders in hardware and software
products design and deployment for AMI and has performed several AMI cost and benefit
analyses leveraging our deep technical and methodological knowledge. This evaluation is

expected to support a business case for eventual filing to City Council for approvals and rate

recovery of the value and specific benefit to cost justification to the City.

The Siemens team proposes the following approach for the AMI Analysis.

The key assumptions and our recommended analytical approach supporting this cost/benefit
analysis include the following:

1 . Eusiness Case Approach: We will review and discuss the strategic imperatives of the City in

the formulation of the business case.

2. lmplernentatian Schedule: We will take into account the timing around the roll out of the
AMI infrastructure.

3. Vendor Fricing: Siemens has deep expertise in costing out individual components of the
AMI infrastructure. As part of the pricing detail, we will leverage our internal know-how and

vendor data to arrive at an expected level of pricing associated with the objectives of the
AMI roll-out.

4. Cost Estimate Approach: As part of the development of the cost estimates, we will review

any existing quotes the City may have received.

5. tenefit Êstimætes Approach: There are several benefits associated with AMI but the major
ones fall in the operational and customer categories. The operational benefits include meter
reading automation, operational effíciencies in field and meter services, reduction in non-
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technical losses, improvement in outage management and remote service connects and

disconnects and enablement of new tariff structures. The customer benefits include billing

accuracy improvement, informed decision on energy usage, and reliability improvement

through quicker identification of outages. Other benefit categories may include ability to
integrate and dispatch distributed energy resources.

6. eost-Benefit Analysis Frarnework: There are several cost-benefit analysis frameworks,

which typically include the payback period method, the NPV method, and the total Resource

Cost (TRC) test. Another important consíderation is the choice of discount rate for the NPV

analysis. We will work with the CWL to determine the best discount rate for this analysis.

Quantifying the benefits includes making assumptions about changes in behavior - reductions

in consumption and peak usage as well as time shifting of usage. These changes are the result

of technologies that enable the programs (e.9. dynamic pricing) and delivery of information
(e.g. in home displays, websites). Thus, the potential benefits include both the direct benefits

of reduced consumption and demand, as well as the indirect benefits enabled as a result of
deploying these technologies. The key technologies that enable the provision of detailed cost

and usage information are smart meters, in home energy displays (which connect wirelessly to
smart meters), and online solutions.

Smart meters allow retailers and distributors to develop new tariff structures and information
products. They also potentially allow them to change their customer service options, which can

affect consumers positively by enabling energy effíciency and demand response. ln addition,

smart meters can deliver business cost efficiencies, which can be passed through as cost savings

to customers. These utility operating benefits are an important component element of the

overall economic analysis, including a direct tie to the IRP evaluation criteria.

The following are key cost elements in deploying a consumer empowerment infrastructure will
be included in the cost analysis: a) Hardware: smart meters, communicatíon networks,

optionally in-home dísplays including websítes and smart phones); b) Software: networking

software, back office systems to manage detailed energy information data; c) Labor: installation,

integration, project management; and d) Marketing and education: materials and programs to
inform consumers about the workings and the benefits of the consumer empowerment, thereby

facilitating the delivery of programs to consumers in order to incentivize or enable consumer

behavior change..
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CCIst nnd Scfuedule

Siemens proposes to perform the proposed scope of work on a fixed fee of 5695,248 for labor
plus expenses which are estimated to add S27,3OO fortotal a$722,548. Our proposed costto
complete the proposed work for CWL is shown in the tables below. The fixed cost for labor and

estimated expense for Part l, Part ll and each task is shown in the tables below.

fotâl Part I and Part ll $722,548

While we have priced the Tasks individually, as requested by CWL, our planned methodology
necessitates a coordination and integration between many Tasks and between the elements of
Part land Part ll. For example the Part l, Task 1 System Load forecast is required to complete
many of the other Tasks in Part l. ln addition, Part l, Task 1 System Load is needed to complete
the Part ll, Task 1 Spatial Load Forecast, which in turn is required forotherTasks in Part ll. There

exists an interrelation among many, but not all of the tasks. We have identified the interrelated
tasks as a "Core Task" and marked them with a bullet in the above tables. We recommend that
allthe bulleted items in the IRP be considered a single coordinated project, unless we restructure
our proposal. The items that are not identified as Core Tasks, can be performed substantially
independently of the Tasks.

We will invoice CWL for the labor in approximately equal monthly amounts defined by the
estimated duration of the Task. The out of pocket expenses for travel, meals and lodging will be

billed as incurred at Siemens cost.

Part 1 - !RP

ott, ttul afask 1: Development of Ten Year Load Forecåst

Task 2: Evaluat¡on of Current Capacity and Energy
Contracts aszr,oasl

Task 3: Analys¡s of Local Generat¡on Assets soo,rrsl

Task 4: Development of Resource Portfolio
Caoac¡tv and Util¡zat¡on Plan

sss,resl a

Iask 5: Analysis of Uncerta¡nty through Scenario
Analvs¡s

aozo,saal

asrr,orul
Tas¡( 6: Assessment of Demand Side Management
Options

Iask 7: Assessnent of DER Options or r,esll a

task 8: SPP vs. MISO lntegrâtion asee,sool

Iask 9: Value of Solar Study sor,raul

fotal Task 1 Labor and Expenes tsoz,szsl

Part2-MasterPlan

$82,797 aTask l: Oevelopment of Spat¡al Load Forecast

Task 2: DER âs an Opt¡on to Serve Local Reliability
Need

$o a

Task 3: Review of Reliability, Eng¡neering
Standards and NERC registrat¡on

$95,234

Tag( 4: City of Columbia Transrnission Sys{em
Expansion Recommendat¡ons

$37,893 a

Task 5: City of Columbia Distribut¡on Sylem
Expansion Recommendat¡ons

$80,127 a

Task 6: Review of Cap¡tal Projects $'t2,026 o

fesk 7: Perform Cosls and Benef¡ts Analys¡s of AMI
and Other "Smart€rid" Technoloqies $76,945

foøl Part ll $385,022

Task
Budgel

Core
Taek
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Siemens hourly labor rates for any additional scope of work desired by CWL are provided in the

table below. Any additional out of pocket expenses incurred for additional scope of work will be

billed to CWL as quoted, either on a time and material or fixed scope basis.

Vice Presídent

EBA Managing Director

tBA Principal

EBA Director

EBA Manager

EBA Senior Consultant

EBA Consultant

EBA Analyst

PSC Senior Manager

PSC Manager

PSC Senior Consultant

$31 3

$ 302

s302

5zss

$ 230

fi202
$1 83

ç 142

$ 337

5254
g2a9

Siemens est¡mates that the work described in this proposal can be completed in approximately

48<cne{*åf after receiving the notice to proceed.
h, ¿¿K5

Siemens proposed revision to the CWLterms and agreement are proved in the Attachment A.

This proposal is vaiid for 90 days from the date of its submittal.

J¡t\ tc,r ll*sr
ftr,rr"€n*t rr*4 nntJ-í(

5ú.nç*¡ Frt

)o +Uc. ¿0t1

Êt,::jr:ú' i.:¡r': L¡l¿l;+t
J..,.r1,

L¿i:,r.i, q8t,:
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ATTACHMËNT A - Proposed Revisions to Terms ând Conditioirs
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Deviations List to the RFP 140-2018 proposal
between

City of Columbia, MO
and

SIEMENS INDUSTRY,INC.
RFP Due Datez 12/21/2018

The following deviations and exceptions pertain to the above reference RFP (deletions are shown in
s+it<e*reugh, and additions are underlined):

1. Services And Performance Standards. (Strike and insert following language)

a. CONSULTANT shall provide services in a professional and workmanlike manner in accordance
with the generally accepted standards for similar services

2. Addition Or Deletions to Services. (Strike and insert following language)

2. Addition Or Deletions To Services. CITY may add to CONSULTANT's selices or delete
therefrom, provided that thetetalif any such changes cause an increase or decrease in the cost, or the
time required for the performance, an equitable adjustment shall be made and the Purchase Order shall
be modified in writing accordingly.
ffi CONSULTANT shall undertake such changed activities only upon the written direction of
CITY. All such directives and changes shall be in wriffen form and prepared and approved by the
Parties.

7. Payment.

7. Payment

(Strike and insert following language)

a.
CITYagreestopayCoNSULTANTinaccordancewiththe

terms outlined herein, which shall constitute complete compensation for all services to be rendered
under this Agreement; provided, that where payments are to be made periodically to CONSULTANT for
services rendered under this Agreement, CITY expressly reserves the right to disapprove in whole or in
part a request for payment where the services rendered during the period for which payment is claimed
are not performed in accordance with CONSULTANT's proposal
specifications which is incorporated herein b), reference.

b.

in
ten (10) days; CONSULT¡\NT shall netify CITY ef the propesed ameunt of ti*ne fer eure; and reaeh an

ine The Products or Services will be accepted when
delivered or performed in conformance with the CONSULTANT'S proposal specifications. If due to
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reasons beyond CONSULTANT'S control. acceptance does not take place within 15 da)¡s from the date
CONSULTANT notifies the CITY that the Product and/or Services is ready for acceptance. acceptance
shall be deemed to take place upon expiry of said period of time. In no event shall acceptance be
deemed to occur later than upon commercial operation of the Product or equipment upon which the
Services were provided.

Termination for Default (Strike and insert following language)

Termination of Agreement.

Termination For Breach. CITY may terminate the Asreement for cause in the event of (i) an act of
or (ii) a material breach of the Asreement bv

CONSULTANT. which CONSULTANT fails to commence to cure within thirtv (30) days after notice
thereof fi'om CITY and fails to diligently pursue thereafter. In such event. as CITY's sole remedy for such
default. CONSULTANT will reimburse CITY for its reasonable and verifiable costs to complete the
Services or obtain replacement Equipment. Failure of eeNSUtm

CITY shall give seven
(7) days written notice of termination to CONSULTANT by one of three different means: Facsimile
Transmission ("FAX") if CONSULTANT has a FAX number; U.S. Postal Service Mails; or by hand
delivering a copy of the same to CONSULTANT; or may give notice by any combination of the above
methods. The date of termination shall be the date upon which notice of termination is hand delivered to
CONSULTANT or given by FAX, or the third day following mailing of the notice of termination,
whichever first occurs. Upon full payment for Services completed in accordance with the applicable
Specifications. trin the event of termination for breach, CITY, at its sole option, may utilize any and all
finished or unfinished documents, data, studies, and reports or other materials prepared by
CoNSULTANTunderthisAgreementpriortothedateoftermination.W

is
@
b. Termination for Convenience.

Termination for Convenience. CITY shall have the right at any time by fifteen (15) da),s written notice to
CONSULTANT to terminate and cancel this Agreement, without cause, for the convenience of CITY,
and CONSULTANT shall immediately stop work. ....

10. Assignment (Strike and insert following language)

10. Assignment. €OIISUE+AN+Parties shall not assign any interest in this Agreement, and shall
not transfer any interest in the same (whether by assignment or novation), without prior written consent
of €+FY the other Part.v thereto. but either Party may as

or consent. to any parent. wholly owned subsidiarr. or affiliate or affiliate's successor organization
(whether as a result of reorganization. restructuring or sale of substantiallv all of a part¡'s assets).
Notice of such assignment or transfer shall be furnished in writing promptly to CITY. Any such
assignment is expressly subject to all rights and remedies of CITY under this Agreement, including the
right to change or delete activities from this Agreement or to terminate the same as provided herein, and
no such assignment shall require CITY to give any notice to any such assignee of any actions which
CITY may take under this Agreement, though CITY will attempt to so notify any such assignee.

insolvencv or bankruntcv bv CONSIILTANT:
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14. Insurance (Strike and insert following language)

b. Commercial General Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Commercial General Liability at a
limit of $?1,000,000 Each Occurence, $32,000,000 Annual Aggregate. Coverage shall not contain any
endorsement(s) excluding nor limiting Product/Completed Operations, Contractual Liability or Cross
Liability.

c. Business Auto Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Business Automobile Liabilify at a limit
of $21,000,000 Each Occurrence. Coverage shall include liability for Owned, Non-Owned & Hired
automobiles. In the event CONSULTANT does not own automobiles, CONSULTANT agrees to maintain
coverage for Hired & Non-Owned Auto Liability, which may be satisfied by way of endorsement to the
Commercial General Liability policy or separate Business Auto Liability policy.

e. The City of Columbia, its elected officials and employees are to be Additional Insured with respect
to the Project to which these insurance requirements pertain. A certificate of insurance evidencing all
coverage required is to be provided at least ten (10) days prior to the Effective Date of the Agreement
between the CONSULTANT and CITY. CONSULTANT is required to maintain coverages as stated and

required to notif,, CITY of a Carier Change or cancellation within two (2) business days. efFY+esewes
i€)+

15. Hold Harmless Agreement (Strike in entirety and insert following language)

15. HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT.

a. To the fullest extent not prohibited b)' law. CONSULTANT shall indemnifr and hold harmless the
Citv of Columbia. its directors. officers. agents. and employees from and against all third pa4v claims.
damages. losses. and expenses (including but not limited to reasonable attorney's fees) alleging bodily
injury. death or damage to tangible third partv prope4v. but only to extent arising by reason of
CONSULTANT's negligent act or omission or of anyone directly or indirectly employed by
CONSULTANT or b)¡ an]¡ subcontractor. or of an]¡one for whose acts CONSULTANT or its
subcontractor ma)¡ be liable" in connection with providing these services. This provision does not.
however" require CONSULTANT to indemnif,'. hold harmless. or defend the Citv of Columbia from its
own actions. inactions. (willful or otherwise). or its own negligence.

b. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT TO TI{EEONIRARY,
CONSULTANT IS NOT LIABLE. WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT. V/ARRANTY. TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE). STRICT LIABILITY" INDEMNITY OR ANY OTHER LEGAL OR
EOUITABLE THEORY. FOR: LOSS OF USE. REVENUE" SAVINGS. PROFIT" INTEREST.
GOODWILL OR OPPORTUNITY. COSTS OF CAPITAL. COSTS OF REPLACEMENT OR
SUBSTITUTE USE OR PERFORMANCE. LOSS OF INFORMATION AND DATA. LOSS OF
POWER. VOLTAGE IRREGULARITIES OR FREOUENCY FLUCTUATION. CLAIMS ARISING

M CITY'S P

LLA
DAMAGES. OR FOR ANY OTHER LOSS OR COST OF A SIMILAR TYPE.

c. T S MAXIMUM LTABILITY
PURCI{ASE PRICE RECEIVED BY CONSULTANT FOR THE PRODUCT THAT GAVE, RISE TO
THE CLAIM.
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d ARTICLE I

PREVAIL OVER ANY CONFLICTING TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN THIS AGREEMENT AND
MUST BE GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. WHETHER OR NOT ANY OR ALL SUCH
REMEDIES ARE DETERMINED TO HAVE FAILED OF TF{EIR ESSENTL{L PURPOSE. THESE

HA BEEN AD
BY CITY OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THE WATVERS AND DISCLAIMERS OF
LIABILITY. RELEASES FBOM LIABILITY AND LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY EXPRESSED IN
THIS ARTICLE 15 EXTEND TO CONSULTANT'S AFFILIATES. PARTNERS. PRINCIPALS.
SHAREHOLDERS" DIRECTORS. OFFICERS" EMPLOYEES" SUPPLIERS. AGENTS" AND
SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.

17. Professional Oversight Indemnification (Strike in entirety and insert following language)

17. Confidentiality.

a. Both during and after the term of this Agreement. the Parties will treat as confidential all
information obtained from the disclosing Partv and all information compiled or generated b)¡ the
disclosine Partv under this Agreement for the receiving Partv. including but not limited to business
information, manufacturing information. technical data, drawings, flow charts, progrcm llËtitgs,
software code. and other software. plans and Neither Parfv mav disclose or refer to the
work to be performed under this Agreement in an)¡ manner that identifies the other Party without
advance written permission. However. CONSULTANT has the risht to share confidential information
with its affiliates and subcontractors. provided those recipients are subject to the same confidentiality
obligations set forth herein.

b. Nothing in this Agreement requires a Part-v to treat as confidential any information which: (i) is or
becomes generall)¡ known to the public. without the fault of the receiving Pa4v: (ii) is disclosed to the
receiving Partv. without obligation of confidentiality. b)' a third partv having the right to make such
disclosure: (iii) was previously known to the receiving Party. without obligation of confidentialitv.
which'fact can be demonstrated by means of documents which are in the possession of the receiving
Partv upon the date of this Agreemenl (iv) was independently developed by receiving Partv or its
representatives. as evidenced by written records. without the use of disclosing Pa4v's confidential
information: or (v) is required to be disclosed b)¡ law. except to the extent eligible for special treatment
under an appropriate protective order. provided that the Party required to disclose by law will promptly
advise the originating Partv of an)¡ requirement to make such disclosure to allow the originating partv
the opportunitv to obtain a protective order and assist the originating Pa4v in so doing.

18. Professional Responsibility (Strike in entirety and insert following language)

18. Professional Responsibility. CONSULTANT shall provide services in a professional and
workmanlike manner in accordance with the generally accepted standards for similar services
("Waruanty"). Notwithstanding acceptance by CITY" if. within three (31 months from the date of
completion. the Services fail to meet the Warrantv standards. upon prompt written notification from CITY
of any such fault or defect prior to the expiration of the three (3) month period following the completion
of the Services. Consultant shall promptl)¡ re-performed the faultv or defective portion of the Services at
the sole expense of Consultant or refund CITY the pro rata portion of the fees paid to CONSULTNAT
under this Agreement allocable to the nonconforming Services. The warranty qn re-p€rfo{rqed Sçrvices
is limited to the remainder of the original Warrantv period.
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!1. Notices (Strike and insert following language)

Siemens Industry. Inc.
10900 Wavzata Blvd. Ste #400
Minnetonka. MN 55305
Attn: Michael Yazvec. Legal Dept.
952-484-5505
Michael.Yazvec@siemens.com

The designation and titles of the person to be notified or the address of such person may be changed at

any time by written notice. Any such notice, demand, request, or communication shall be deemed

delivered on receipt if delivered by hand or fassimile electronic mail and on deposit by the sending party
if delivered by courier or U.S. mail.
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